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ABSTRACT 
This report describes a study which investigated the use of thin film for the 
reflective surface on solar concentrators. A conceptual deSign for a 
point-focusing concentrator with 4b 9~re shaped reflector panels was defined. 
Candidates for reflector panel design concepts, including materials and 
configurations, were identified. The large list ~f candidates was screened 
t~:ld reduced to the five most promising ones. Cost and technical factors were 
used in making the final choices for the panel conceptual deSign, which was a 
stiffened steel skin substrate with a bonded, acrylic overcoated, aluminized 
polyester film reflective surface. Computer simulations were run for the 
concentr~tor optics using the selected panel design, and experimentally 
d~tenmined specularity and reflectivity values. Intercept factor curves and 
enp.rgy to the aperture curves were produced. These curves indicated that 
surface errors of 2 rnrad ( mill iradians) or less would be required to captl:re 
the desired energy fOl- a Brayton cycle 816°C (l500°F) case. Two test panels 
were fabricated to demonstrate manufacturabil ity and optically tested for 
surface error. Surface errors in the range of 1.75 mr~d and 2.2 mrad were 
measured. 
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This study shows that a thin film reflective surface is acceptable for use on 
solar concentrators, including 816°C ( 1500°F) applications. In addition, it 
shows that a fonned steel sheet substrate is a good choice for concentrator 
panels. The concept selected and described here uses thin film adhesively 
bonded to the stl'ucturally stiffened formed steel she'!t substrate to form a 
concentrator gore. A description of the deSign, fabrication and ev~luation of 
two test panels is presented. 
1.1 REFLECTOR PANEL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
The objectives of Task I of this contract were to (1) identify candidate 
design concepts for thin-film reflector pa~els, (2) screen the panel concepts 
and (3) select an ort1mum panel concept for development in subsequent tasks. 
Table 1.1-1 lists the five most promising candidates along with comparative 
cost and technical data for each. The stiffened steel skin concept w~s tile 
heaviest concept, but was among the lowest in material cost and bus 'Ilar energr 
cost and presented the lowest manufacturing complexity and technical risk. 
This concept is shown in Figure 1.1-1 and was selected for development. 
The gore configuration selected consists of 22 gage (.76 mm) formed steel 
substrate, s~iffened with rldial and circumferential stiffeners as shown in 
Figure 1.1-2. The steel sheet is prim~d with epoxy prior to bonding the 
acrylic overcoated, aluminized polyester film (3M-YS91A). 
The substr~te/stiffeners sub-assembly was modeled and analyzed fer stress and 
deflection with the NASTRAN computer program. 
Perfonnance of the panel concept is evaluated analytically in Section 1.3 and 
experimentally in Section 1.4. 
1.2 CONCENTRATOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
• 
Th~ pri1lary emphasis of this program was to identify and develop a low cost 
thin film concentrator panel. To provide a basis for panel design and 
evaluation, a representative concentrator was defined. Figures 1.2-1 and -2 
show the concentrator concept description and features. 
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Table 1.1-1 Concept Evaluation and Ranking 
w.WtI I Mt.'" ~uf.· 18E Concept ~ turl::s + TlChn ... + C r I Rink'", L1/M oem •• Itv rille mllI/kWth·h 
Stiff.ned •• 1 .kin 21.3 
Stiff.ned •• a cltd 15.6 
C'.\tla corr 
amen .. 
Stlff.n.d •• 1 cl.d 
WFH8aor. 
17.7 
I.mln ... 
Aluminum clad/ 11.8 
p.~r honeycomb 
sandwich 
S1 .. 1 clld/plper 14.9 hon.ycomb 
sendwlch 
• CONFI~URATION 
11.73 Low Low 
12.01 Mode,.. Modi,.. 
11.88 Mod.r.te 
to high 
Mod.r ... 
1&.06 High High 
14.98 High High 
• 
-- REFLECTIVE FlU' 
HOLD DOWN ADHESIVE 
STEEL SHEET 
3.7 
3.8 
3.8 
4.8 
4.8 
STEEL HAT SECTION -J 
STIFFENER STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 
• COi1PONENT/MATERIALS/COST 
- REFLECTIVE FIUVALUrtlNIZED POLYESTER, ACRYLIC COATING/'S.38/~ 
- HOLD DOWN ADHESIVE/TYPE T .B.D.I COST ESTlIl\ATE $6.60/k8 
- STEEL SHEET ITHIN GAGE, COLD ROLLED, LOW CARBON/ $.77 IkS 
- STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE/ACRYLIC OR EPOXIES/ $6.60/k8 
STEEL STIFFENERS/THIN GAGE, COLD ROLLED, LOw CMBONI $. 71/k8 
Figure 1.1-1 Stiffened Steel Skin Concept 
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Figure 1.2-1 Thin Film Concentrator Conceptual Design 
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CONWTMTOI CONCEPT FLATUItES 
• AZ-EL drlv, at e.G. 
• Stand alon, or '1,ld control IVltlm OPtional 
• Inv,rted now and lock-dOWn 
• Bocklld. IUDoorttd pan.11 
· ZIII'O block Ing reeel vir IUDPOrt Itructure 
- Pedeltal mount 
• Re'leetor panell and DOne I IUDDOrt Itr~eture60 Ib»/M2 eltlmoted 
g 0 
• 70 to 80 talTHJ 816 C (1500 ~ If incb receiver aperture 
Item 
Reflector Panels 
Support Structure 
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~. uPDO r t and II I mbrd 
Interface) 
Gimbal Drive Unit 
Pedestal 
PIOteriol Welght(1b) 
Steel 
Stee'l 3622 
Subtotal - gimballed weight 
Ste,,1 695 
ZlQQ.. 
111681 
Figure 1.2-2 Concentrator Design Data 
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Th. conc.ntrator r.fl.ct1v. surfac. consists of 45 ~~r. sh.p.d p.n.ls, 15 
1nn.r and 30 out.r •• shown fn Ffgur. 1.2-1. Th. weights of the r.c.1v.r .nd 
conc.ntrator ar. b"anc.d and the azfmuth-.I.v.tion ar1v. actuators .r. 
locat.d at the c.nt.r of gravfty. Th. conc.ntrator d.s1gn allows for inv.rt.d 
stowage for .nvfronmental prot.ctfon. R.fl.ctiv. p,n.1 supports art locatld 
b.h1nd the gar •• and the r.c.fv.r support structur. is align.d wfth the sIc' 
in the dfsh to elfmfnat. blocking of the solar .n.rgy. 
1.3 Conc.ntrator P.rfonnanc. 
Comput.r simulations of the conc.ntrator optics wer. run uSing t.~e s.l.cted 
rifl-ctor pan.l d.~fgn. Exp.rfmentally d.t.rmin.d valu.s for reflector 
s~rface specularfty and r.fl.ctfvity .long wfth dimensional data were u~.d in 
the analys1s. Th. sfmulat10ns provided int.re.pt factor and net .n.rgy into 
the ~perture as a funct10n of ap.rt~re size for different surface .rrors and 
pointing errors. 
Figure 1.3-1 through 1.3-4 are tu'nplt r.sults of analysts foJr 4 12 meter 
dtamet!r cor.centrator w1th 1000 W/mZ insolation. Inputs to the analyses 
included sun shape, hemispherical reflectance and sp.cularlty experimentally 
determined in coupon tests, small scale roughness (orange peel) and 3 receiver 
temperatures. 816~C (1500·F), S90·C (1100~F) and 370·C (700·F). Several 
curves are provldl~ on each plot showing the effects of surface error on 
performance. 
Figure 1.3-2 suggests that at SlS·C a surface error of 2 mrad or less will be 
required to capture the deSired 80 kW ~f thermal energy. A$ the surface 
~rrors Increase, the net energy rapidly drops off. Larger surface errors 
could be tolerated I'n lower temperature systems. For example, at 815°C a peak 
energy of about 82 kW would bl a,chiev.d with a 2 mf111radlan surface error, 
while at 370·C, 82 kW would be achiev.d with about 7 mrad sur~ace error. 
Figure 1.3-2 shows that surface e~.ors of 1 mrad would add a few percent to 
the energy collected, pr'ovided the aperture d1ameter 15 reduced from .25 m 
(the optimum for 2 mrad surfac~ error) to 0.17S m. However, the effects of 
pofnting error and structural d.fl.ct10ns also should be considered. At a 2 
mrad ~Jintfng error, (Figure 1.3-4) the 2 mrad ~urface error/.2S m aperture 
drops to 76 kW, but the 1 mrad surface errQr/.175 m aperture (1rops even more 
5 
.J 
t 
to 73 K~. Selecting the larger aperturt not only permits mort surface trror 
but is also ltsS st~s1t1ve to othtr trrors. Allowing.5 mrad of the 1.52 mrad 
budgeted for env1roBnental effects for gravity and temperaturt deflections. 
the rn~anufactured panel error budget should be reduced to 1.5 mrad to ach1evt a 
2 mrad total. Variable defltct10ns due to ~1nd loads will further dtgrade 
performance. For the avtrage wind speed in tht study (about 3 m/s) the 
equivalent panel surface error will bt negligible. At hightr wind speeds the 
concentrator truss deflection will havt a significant eff.ct on optical 
performance. This effect ,s not shn~. but it can be concluded that losses 
would be lower at larger aperture sizes. 
Based on t"ese facto. l' 15 concluded t~.-lt \1) achieving panel optical 
performance suitable for a Brayton cycle would also meet the needs for lower 
temperature applications. (2) a budget of 1.5 mrad RMS surface error or less 
for panel manufacturing tolerances ts acceptable. and (3) the aperture 
diameter should be at least .25 m to reduce sensitivity tc other errors. 
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Figure 1.3-1 Intercept Factor Curve 81SOC (lS000F) 
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Test Panel Development 
The test panel design represents a section of a full size parabolic gore 
reflector panel. It uses ttle same stiffener configurattf.)n and its spherical 
rsdiu!< of curvature closely matches the paraboltc curvat!.re midway on the ful I 
size p4nel. The design 1s deptcted in Figure 1.4-1. 
The overall dimensions of the test panel, 61 x 71 cm (24 x 28 1n) and its 6.45 
m (21 ft) focal length match dimensions of the JPL, glass/foamglas test bed 
concentrator panels. This was done to facilitate testing by JPL and allow 
correlation of perfgrmance versus cost per m2 for the glass versus the 
aluminized thin-film concept. 
The test panel design uses the materials and processes selected fr~n the 
coupon development work. Test panel stiffener design and spacing was base~ on 
the full size parabolic gore reflector design. 
8 
r- 1 
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Figure 1.4-1 Test Panel 
1.4.1 Panel Fabrication 
The test panels were fabricated using the techniques and processe~ resl:1ting 
fr~n the coupon develo~nent work. The assembly sequence is shown in Figure 
1.4-2. Three iterations of die fabrication were required to obtain a 
satisfactory radius of curvature on a part. 
Square steel sheet blanks were bulge formed to the desired radius of 
curvature. The blanks were then cleaned and painted with zinc-rich two part 
epoxy primer and baked. Stiffener shapes were fabricated by brake forming. 
The curvatures were formed ~,I a mechanic~'1 press and roller blocks. 
Stiffeners were cleaned and primed by the same method as the substrate blanks. 
The stiffeners were assembled with close-out tubes into a subassembly by 
holding the parts on the master tool while installing the fasteners. The 
stiffener subassembly was then bonded with gap filling epoxy adhesive to the 
back side of the substrate blank. which was vacuum chucked to its proper 
contour on the master tool. After curing. the frame side was painted with 
2-part polyurethane paint. The reflector side primed surface was lightly 
sanded in preparation for film application. Film application was by the 3M 
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Formed 
.... v ... 
WI"'''''''_ • 
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W • ..,rlNloH 
block.",.,., 
Figu,..1.4-2 Developmtmt""'" Assembly ·~tfIPI 
"wet. dpplication tl method which involved positioning the film on the wetted 
surface and squeegying out the trapped wat.er and air bubbles. 
Figure 1.4-3 is a photograph displaying the front and rear sides of the 
completed test panels. 
1.4.2 Test Program 
Testing under the contract consisted of 2 types: 
1. coupon level development tests, 
2. reflector panel tests. 
Coupon Testing 
Coupon tests were perfonmed early in the program to aid the selection of 
materials and dimensions used in the design and to provide optical data needed 
in the per~ormance analyses. Table 1.4.-1 lists the tests, their purposes, 
and the results. 
I, 
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Figure 1.4-3 Test Pan11s SIN 7 and SIN 10 
Table 1.4-1 CouDon Development Testing 
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The se\e~ted materials and processes resulted in reflective surfaces 
exhibiting 8~1 spectral reflectance and a 10 specular re'~ectance of 1.5 
mrad. The .76 mm thick substrate survived hailstone impact without ~amaye. 
Preliminary t.'perature/humidity tests indicated a ~utential problem with the 
3M YS91A film, which has since been resolved by minor proce •• modifications by 
3M. 
Panel Testing 
The two test panels were subjected to two types of optical testing: (1) point 
source and (2) sun source. 
The point source technique involvod the use of a point source and a target 
collocated in a phne at a distance from the test panel equal to the radius olf 
curvature. The test setup was aligned to project the ima~e formed by the test 
panel onto the target. An aperture series, lenses and detector located at the 
target plane were used to quantify the angular scattering of light rays 
resulting from panel surface errors. Figure 1.4-4 shows the optical equipment 
and configuration. 
Lena (pleno.onvex' 
Fre_len. 
SenIOr 
(101., lie'" 
Hp 
Detector re.out 
(DVM' 
,-Aperture ., ... 
I (D· 2,.,1,12, l' IncheI, 
, m,ed point IOU,. 
(carbon ere' 
Light tight 
enclowre . 
Figure 1.4-4 Point Source Panel Evaluation Apparatus 
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The tert panel was mG~ed towards and away from the target plane wh~le 
observing the image size until the smallest diameter was observed. This 
established the radius of curvature. Next, apertures of 2 mrad through 16 
mrad in diameter were sucessively placett in front of the image at the target 
plane wh 11 e the response of a photovo 1 ta i c detector w,n observed and recorded. 
This process was repeated several times to allow statistical data treatment. 
The response data were normalized to the full open aperture (16 mrad) and 
tabulated. 
Test results for each panel, SN7 and SN10 are plotted on the intercept fdctor 
graph shown in Figure 1.4-5 for the purpose of comparison with the analytical 
panel simulation. In this simulation, a one mrad source at infinity, 
hemispherical reflectance, specularity, and orange peel from coupon tests and 
zero pointing error were assumed. The solid lines are 1 surface errors of 
1, 2, and 3 mrad. The dashed lines are test data. It is apparent from the 
graph Lhat the surface error for both panels is between 1 and 2 mrad. 
Additional analyses estimate the errors to be 1.4 and 1.5 mrad for SN7 and 
SN10, respectively. 
The sun source test was performed as an alternate approach to measuring the 
image size and distribution and to measure peak fluxes. Figure 1.4-6 is a 
photograph of the outdoor setup, which included a target board, water-cooled 
radiometer, digital voltmeter readout, and a manually guided test panel 
support. Not shown in the photograph were a 35 mm camera and an Eppley 5° 
normal incidence pyrheliometer (NIP). 
Measurements were made by aiming the panel at the radiometer and carefully 
moving the image about untll the peak flux was located. The image was then 
moved horizontally across the radiometer in one inch increments, reading the 
response at each increment, thereby obtaining an intensity distribution scan. 
Direct insolation readings were taken with the NIP and 35 mm photos were taken 
during the same time period. 
Data from the radiometer scans and optical densitometer measurements of 
positive transparencies made from the 35 mm negatives indicated that 
negligible energy existed outside a 6 inch diameter circle. This is in close 
agreement with the point source data aftp.r accounting for geometry differences 
between the two experiments. 
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Figure 1.4-~ Test Results - Analysis Comparison 
Figure 1.4-6 Sunlight Test Apparatus 
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Peak fluxes for the measurements were 101 suns for SN7 and 99.S suns for SN10. 
This compares with 103 suns derived analytically from intercept factor 
curves. 
1.S Program Acc~nplishments 
In the course of performanr.e of this co~:eptual design study, sevpral 
significant goals were accomplished. Included were selection of an attractive 
concentrator and panel concept, reflective material and process selection, 
optical and structural Jn~lysis, and succ~ssful demonstration of panel o~tical 
performance through test. Specific accomplishments were: 
1.6 
o Selected panel cC'/Flcept wi th 
low manufacturing complexity 
low technical risk 
low cost at both low and high production rates 
o Defined and evaluated concentrator concept, WhlCh 
showed panel-concentrator compat i bl1i t!' 
• defined stiffener' orientation and stiffener requirements 
provided optical performance goals for the panel 
o Validated panel concept by 
characterizing thin f11m optical performance 
demonstrating substrate/fil~ optical compatibility 
showing resistance to hail impact 
fabricating test panels 
• demonstrating acceptable optical performance with the test panels 
o Developed Phase 2 recommendations 
Program Conclusions 
This study has met its general objective of developinq a rigid panel concept 
that utilizes a thin film reflective surface for application to a low-cost 
IS 
r-' 
point-focusing solar concentrator. It shows that a thin fil. reflective 
surface is acceptable for use on solar concentrators, including 1600·F 
applications. Additionally, it shows that a formed ,teel sheet substrate is a 
good choice for concentrator panels. The panel was shown to have good optical 
properties, acceptable iJnning tolerances, environnentally resistant substrate 
and stiffeners, and adaptability to low to mass production rates. The final 
estimates for the reflector panel material costs indicate a price of 
approximately SI6/m2. Areas recommended for further work are: 1) 
weatherability of the film, 2) verification of solution to adhesive problem, 
and 3) fonning tolerance r!duction. 
1.7 Reconmendat1ons 
Recommendations for follow on phases based upon experience from this study 
have been prepared and are su~rlZAd here (see Figure 1.7-1). A Phase II is 
rec~ended that would address ~Iiresolved technical concerns, prepare a 
prellmina r y design for a dish concehtrator. design, fabricate, and test panels 
for a 6.7 m test bed concentrator, and build and demonstrate the concentrator. 
The test bed concentrator would utilize the pedestal/foundation, gimbal 
actuator, torque tube and support beams from the existing BEC Second 
Generation heliostat design. Figure 1.7-2 shows the interface of the 
reflector panels and the existing heliostat structure. Phase II would require 
approximately 16 months (see Figure 1.7-3 for schedule). A Phase III would 
follow that would include a detail design for a dish concp.ntrator, production 
planning and cost estimation, and fabrication and demonstration of a 12 m 
prototype concentrator. 
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2.0 INTROKMJeT10N 
Thts final report sUMMarize. all tasks of the work perforMed by Boeiny 
Engineering and Construction C~pany Solar Syst .. s for the Jet Propulsion 
Laborator~ under Contract 955804, A Conceptual Design Study of Point Focusiny 
Thin Film Solar Concentrators. This project is being managed by JPl for the 
Department of Energy and the National Aeronautics nd Space Administration. 
2.1 Study Objectives 
The genftral objective the project was to develop a rigid panel concept that 
has a thin film reflective surface for application to a low cost point 
focusing solar concentrator. A four task program was planned to accomplish 
the object t vee 
The spectfic objectives of Task 1, Concept Definition and Parameter 
Optimizat10n, were t~ 1) identify candidate design concepts for thin film 
reflector panels, 2) screen the panel concepts, and 3) to select an optimum 
panel concept for development in subsequent tasks. The Task 1 activities 
consisted of conceptual design, structural ~naly~is, parametric cost analysiS, 
manufacturing studies, and concept screening. 
The spectfic objectives of Task 2, Concentrator Preliminary Design, were to 
develop a preliminary panel design for the selected panel concept and to l} 
perform opt.ic~l, thermal and structural performance studies, 2) define 
fabrication method. and ) identify technology and materials development 
needed to insure or improve performance, life, and costs of the design. Task 
2 activities consisted of coupon developnent, panel preliminary deSign, and 
concentrator conceptual design. 
Th~ spectftc objectives of Tasks 3 and 4 were to prepare a tp.st plan and to 
f~bricate and test coupons and test panels. 
2.2 Study Approach 
Tre use of thin film as the reflective surface for concentrator panels was the 
central theme of thts study. Thin ftlms referred to here are thin (a few 
mils) polymeric sheets that have been metaltzed to a tighly reflective fintsh. 
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An overcoating 15 generally required for weatherization. The films a'-e 
dPplied to a riJidizer or substrate which imparts the necessary structural 
support for shape, stiffness, and strength. The baseline film was YS91A, an 
acrylic overcoated, aluminized polyester film, manufactured by the 3M 
company, 
The basic approach to this study was to extend and develop the baseline 
concentrator design with emphasis on the reflector panels. Early i., the 
~tudy a concentr~tor conceptual design w~s selected to provide a basis for 
the ~ .1el screening effort. While the baseline panel utilized woodfiber 
hardboard/paper honey comb sandwich for the panel substrate, several other 
candidates were identified for screening. 
2.3 Report Organization 
This section is preceded by Section 1.0, the Executive Summary, which gives 
program highlights, major findings, accomplishments and conclusions. Section 
3.0 presents the reflector panel concept development. The concentrator 
conceptual design is described in Settion 4.0. Design, fabrication and 
evaluation of the reflector test panels is presented in Section s.o. 
Conclusions appear in Section 6.0, recommendations in Section 7.0, and 
references are in Section 8.0. 
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3.0 Reflector Panel Concept Development 
This section of the report describes the evolution of the panel concept from 
the baseline design, through candidate screen1n;/select1on. concluding with 
feasibility verification with coupon level testing. 
3.1 Concept Definition 
3.1.1 Baseline 
The baseline concept prop~sed initially consisted of coated aluminized 
polyester film bonded to a molded wood fiber hardboard which was in turn 
bonded to a paper honeycomh core. Another wood fiber hardboard sheet was 
bonded to the back side completing the sandwich. Urethane adhesives were used 
to bond the sandwich parts together and to a~)ply the thin f11m. Panel edyes 
were sealed with metal edge trim and elastomeric sealant. 
The f;lm selected fot the baseline reflective surface was YS-91. which is 
produced by 3M Company. This film is currently in productiQn and has 
undergone extensive environmental testing. The YS-91 film is furllished ~y 3M 
with a primer applied to enhance bonding to the underlying rigidizing 
material. Weather-proofing of YS-91 is accolnplished by use of a UV-stabilized 
polyester base film and an acrylic overcoating. Since the aluminull'I layer is 
in front of the polyester, the primary structural film is protected from UV 
radiation. 3M has product improvement programs in progress that should result 
in enhanced reflectance and weatherability. Therefore, for a production 
period five years away, a weatherable film having specular reflectance above 
0.85 can be reasonably anticipated. Urethane adhesive, such as 34 Type 3LJ2, 
was selected as the baseline adhesive with polysulfide as an alternate. 
Application of the f11m would be accomplished by stretching the f11m facedown 
over a contoured tool, applying the adhesive to the preprimed film surface and 
posHio"ing the prefabricated sandwich panel over the film, vacuum holdiny 
until adhesive hardened. 
Selection of the sandwich panel materials was based on low cost, structural 
efficiency, and thermal expansion considerations. An attractive material for 
sandwich face sheets was woodfiber hardboard which has low cost, low thermal 
expansion, and attractive specific strength and stiffness properties. 
11 
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After revie~ing design requirements for doubly-curved panels, the Weyerhauser 
Company recommended ~sing a woodfiber hardboard product called PRES-TOCK (a 
Weyerhauser Trademark). The Masonite Corporation, ~lso recommended a similar 
product. 
For the sandwich core, a commercial grade of kraft paper honeycomb produced by 
HexcEl was selected because of low cost. it also has very low thermal 
expansion. A fast-curing, one part urethane adhesive (MOR-AD 336) produced by 
Morton Chemical would be used to bond the sandwich parts. This adhesive is 
widely used in high-rate productiv~ of sandwich panels for recreational 
vehicles and mobile homes. 
3.1.2 Reflector Panel Candidates 
Identification of additional reflector pa'1el design candidates, $creening of 
the candidates, and selection of the optimum concept were objectives of Task 
1. The general design requirements were: 1) utilize existing materials and 
fabrication technology; 2) minimize the need for research and development, 3) 
employ reasonable limited production techniques compatible with mass 
product i on methods. Performance requi rements were: 1) 30-year operat i ona 1 
life in specifi2d environment; 2) wind induced surface slope error of 1.5 mrad 
(nns) at 14 fA/sec (31 mph) wind spp.ed; 3) minimum maintenance consistent with 
low life cycle cost. 
Based on these requirements. panel concepts were established and screened to 
create a set of candidates. Candidates for the reflective film were 
invest i gated separately from the rema i nder of the paneL 
3.1.2.1 Reflector Fiim Candidates and Selection 
Requirenents for the reflective film are high specular reflectance, abrasion 
resistance, soiling resistance, long life. and commercial availability. Table 
3.1-1 lists the final film options. 
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Table 3.1-1 Reflective Film Options 
• C~RCIALLY AVAILABLE FILKS 
SUPPLIER DESIGNATION DESCRIPTION REFLECTANCE ~ 
JI'l YS91 AL~"INij[~ ~CR~tIC bv~il6~T 
821 - 81)1 5,J8 
JI'l FEK244 ALUI1INI~'D 821 - 851 15,60 4 MIL A Y~I~ ACRYLIC OV R OAT 
• FILI1S UNDER DEVELOPl1ENT 
SUPPLIER FILM OVERCOAT REFLECTANCE ""~ 
DOW CORNING POLYESTER Sill CONEIS I LI CA 821 - 851 . T ,B,D 
• REFLECTIVE FILI1 COI1PONENTS 
OVERCOAT Pl:TALlZE~ ~,URFACE 
REFLECTIVE SIDE r--__ -...ii 
SUBSTRATE SIDE ~- PLASTIC FILI1 
The reflective film component of the concentrator panel is the part that 
~overns life cycle performance and also will be a significant portion of the 
panel's selling price. 3M's VS-91 aluminized polyester film was selected as a 
baseline material because it has reasonable cost, 130 cm ( 51 inch) available 
width, and acrylic overcoating. 
The YS-91 film material was used to fabricate panel specimen~ during Task 4. 
YS-91's 2 mil polyester substrate is mechanically and physically equivalent t~ 
several other available films so use of VS-91 verifies film-to-panel 
application techniques for other films as well. 
3.1.2.2 Panel Substrate Candidates 
Requir~nents for the panel substrate are to: 
a. Maintain panel design shape within specified detlection limits under 
operating conditions. 
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b. Provide impact resistant backing for film. 
c. Have a minimum effect on the finished panel's specular reflectance. 
d. Provide stru~tu~al rigidity for concentrator support structure. 
e. Achieve 30-year useful life with zero maintenance. 
f. Minimum cost. 
A number of prospective panel materials and rigid construction concepts were 
identified and are shown in Tables 3.1-2, 3.1-3, and 3.1-4. Based on 
cost/stiffness parameters, steel and wood fiber products have the best 
potential for achieving low overall panel cost. The structural configuration 
options shown utilize solid sheet steel products as well as metal-clad 
laminates which are currently being developed by the automotive industry. 
These laminates attempt to exploit the (1) good cost/tensile stiffness of 
steel used as laminate cladding and (2) good cost/bending stiffness of wood 
fiber products us~d as a filler ply. 
Table 3.1-2 Structural Material Options 
• PROSPECTIVE COMPOSITE SAND~ICH CORE MATERIALS 
MATERIAL '/FT2 ('1M2) CORE DENS I TY LB/FT] 
• KRAFT PAPER 0.43 (4.6]) 2.0 
HONEYCOMB 
TREATED 
1.3 em CEll 
2.5 em DEEP 
• CARDBOARD O.O~ (0.:52) 0.78 
£APANDED GR I D 
UNTREATED 
7.6 em CELL 
2.5 em DEEP 
• FOAMED PLASTICS 0.17 (1.8~) 2.0 
RIGID 
2.5 cmDEEP 
• CELLUl AR GLASS 0.45 (4.84) 12.5 
BOROS I LI CA TE 
2.5 em DEEP 
1 
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Table 3.1-3 Structural Material Options 
• PROSPECTIVE lAMINATE, SANDWICH SKINS. MONLITH, AND STIFFENED SKIN MATERiAlS 
MTERIAl IILB ~'fA~Y 
STEEb ~El' 0.35· 0.29 t·. n 
STEEb W,L 0.45 0.29 t·. In 
ALllMbNMS FylL t· . 5 n 1.33 0.10 
ALU"b~SHEET t -. In 1.07 0.10 
~t2~'I~EINFORCED 1.00 0.067 
~~iTREINFORCED 0.38 0.072 
TREATED PAPER 0.58 0.03 
WOO~ fiBER HAR BOARD \1.17 0.04 
POLYE6tYLENE 1.00(3) 0.33 
POLYPROPOLENE 
( I ) R;~Aq¥h'· I~. (~,) steel sheet 
(2) ;f~eln~F'· ~~ (~j steel sheet 
AO~ y~E,~~T 
29 
29 1.25 
10 3.30 
10 3.30 
2.3 10.0 
2.5 3.30 
0.5 10.0 
0.9 2.16 
0.2 471.00 
(3) INCLUDES ADHESIVE COSTS 
Table 3.1-4 Structural Configuration Options 
CONF I GURATION EXAMPLE 
STIFFEr.ED MONOCOQUE SKINS --------- r-\ETAL FOILS OR SHEETS WITH 
LOCAL STIFFENERS TO RESIST 
BENDING. 
MONOLITHS ------------------------- SOLID SHEET MATfRIALS WITH 
ADEQUATE THICKNESS TO RESIST 
BENDING. 
COMPOSITE LAMINATES --------------- SOLID PLY MATERIALS WITH CONTI-
NUOUS BONO INTERFACES (METAL 
SKINS BONDED TO A PLASTIC 
SHEET COREl. 
COMPOSITE SANDWICHES -------------- SAME AS LAMINATES EXCEPT FOR 
CELLULAR CORE CONSTRUCTION 
METAL SKINS ON PAPER HONEYCOMB. 
HYBRIDS --------------------------- STifFENED LAMINATE SKIN. 
25 
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2.00 
1.40 
1.70 
5.00 
0.70 
0.21 
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Figure 3.1-1 presents a matrix of all possible combinations of potential 
materials/configurations and the resultant positive and negative 
characterist i cs. 
A large number of panel concepts were identified from the listed materials and 
configurations. These combinations were narrowed down to six candidate 
concepts by considering practicability and potential for low cost. Two 
generic faMms, stiffened skin and sandwich, were selected for subsequent 
screening evaluations. Tables 3.1-5, 3.1-6, 3.1-7, and 3.1-8) show the 
logical sequence of selection of the potentlal, then preferred combinations, 
the rejected combinations, and finally the si~ candidates identified for 
screening. It should be noted that the baseline substrate of stiffened skin 
with wood fiber hardboard was rejected here due to difficulties in 
environmental sealing. 
Stiffened Skjn Panel Concepts 
Representative stiffened skin panel concepts and their respective c~nponents, 
materials and material costs are illustratedn Figures 3.1-2,3.1-3, and 
3.1-4. 
Sandwich Panel Concepts 
Representative sandwich panel concepts and their respective components, 
materials and material costs are shown in Figures 3.1-5 and 3.1-6. 
3.1.2.3 Panel Substrate Evaluation and Final Selection 
The stiffened skin and sandwich panel concepts were evaluated with respect to 
material costs, total costs, busbar energy costs, manufacturing operations, 
and technical risks. 
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Figure 3.1-1 Potential Material - Configuraticn Combina'tions 
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Table 3.1-5 Configuration/Material Combinations 
ESTlMTE Of PROBABLE COMBINATIONS 
CONF I GURATI ON ~~\~l~L 
..,NOllTHS S 
STIFFENED SKINS 7 
E~UU ~ iU~l 
im'!~(s ~ i~~'i 
HYBRIDS: 
SllFFENE~ SKINI COMPOSIT LAMINATE 
~~ill~ ~v=!~~, 
S 
7 
20 
20 
20 
20 
92 TOTAL 
Table 3.1-6 Configuration/Material Combi nations 
PREFERRED C~INATlnNS 
CONFIGURATION ~~~V~~ Pli~tltNT COfI N Tl6Gs 
~"---
IO()NOLl TH STEEL SHEET 
STIFFENED SKIN STEEL SHEET 2 WOODFIBER HARDBOARD (WFHB) 
COMPOSITE STEE~ FOI~ IKINS 6 LAfIIINATE ALUM t;~ 0 LS SKINS PtASTI5 COR PLY WHBCREPLV 
PAPERBOARD CORE PLY 
COMPOSITE l[~~N~E~~E~II~INS SANDWICHES PAPER HON~VCg:s CORE EXPANDED ARDB ARD GRID CORE 
HYBRIDS: 
ST1FFENrD SKIN/ STE~~ FOlb SKINS COMPOST VE L~INATE PLA IC C RE PLV WfHB C0Mt P~ PAPER CO E Y 
16 TOTAL 
~ , 
1 j 
1 
i 
l 
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Table 3.1-7 Rejected Combinations 
~NOLITH/ST[EL SHlET INEfFICIENT HAlE~!AL USAGE VS. COST 
EXCE~SIVE WEIGHT 
STIFFENED SkIN/WFHB 
C~SITE SANDWICHES/ 
EXPANDED CARDBOARD C(lRE 
COM~SITE LAMINATES 
HYBRIDS 
STIFFENED SKINI 
C~PO$IT[ LAf'lINAlES 
LONG TElV' ENY I ROfftNTAL SEALI NG D I F -
FICULl TO I~SSIBLE 
REQUIRED HE~TIC SEALING RESULTS IN 
TEMPERATURE INDUCED PRfSSURE GRADIENTS 
ACROSS SKINS LEADING 10 POTENTIAL 
STRESS/FATIGUE FAILURES AND/OR OIL CANNIN~ 
NOT COST/WEIGHT t~PETITIV[ WITH HYB~ID 
STIFFEN(D SkIN/COMFOSIT[ LAMINATES 
BASED ON PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL CO~UTE~ 
ANALYSIS 
ALUMINUM SKIN (0M8INATIONS NOT COST 
COMPETITIVE WITH STEEL SKINS. ALUMINUM 
SKINS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH STEEL STIFFENERS 
Table 3.1-8 CandiQ~te Concepts 
• b CANDIDATE CONCEPTS IDENTIFIED ~OR r10RE PETAlLED SCREENING 
CONF HiURA T ION 
STIFFENED SKIN 
MIITERIALS 
------- -------
• LIGHT GAGE FORMED STEEL SHEET 
WITH FORMED STEEL HAT SECTION 
STIFFENERS 
COMPOSITE SANDWIr.HES • LIGHT GAGE ~TEEL CLADDING ON 
KRAFT PAPER HONEYCOMB 
• LIGHT GAGE ALUMINUM CLADDING ON 
KRAFT PAPER HONEYCOMB 
.------ ._-._----_.----------
HYBRID: • LIGHT GAGE STEEL CL~DDING ON: 
PAPERBOARD (ORE ~LY 
STIFFENED SKI~/ WOOD FIBER HARDBO~RD CaRt PLY 
COMPOS I TE I.AMI M TE S PLAS 1 I C CORE PL Y 
ALL CO~PINATIONS STIFF[NED ~ITH STEEL 
HAT S[CTIONS. 
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• CONFIGURATION 
or---- REFLECTIVE FlU. 
STEEL HAT S[CTION 
STIFFENER 
• COi4PONENT /MTERIALS/COST 
HOLD DOWN ADHESIVE 
STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 
- RlFLECTIVE FIUVALUr1INIZED POLYESTER, ACRYLIC COATINGII5.'8/~ 
- !fOLD DOWN AD14F:SIVEITYPE LB.D./ COST ESTli1ATE $6.60/ka 
- STEEL SHEETITHIN GAGE, COlD ROLLED, LOW CARBON, $. 77/ka 
- STRUCTUML ADHESIVE/ACRYLIC OR EPOXIESI $6 .. 60/k, 
- STEEL :iTlFFENERSITHIN GAGE, COLD ROLLED, LOW CARBON/$.77/kg 
Figure 3.1-2 Stiffened Steel Skin Concepts 
• CONFIGURATION 
STEEL SIIEET 
(BACK SKIN) 
STEEL HAT SECTION 
STIFFENER 
• COMPONENT/MATERIAL/COST 
REFLECTIVE FllJl 
HOLD DOWN ADHESIVE 
STEEL SHEET (FRONT SKIN) 
PLASTIC CORE PLY 
STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 
- REFLECTIVE FILM/ALUMINIZED, POLYESTER, ACRYLIC COATING/$5.'8/A2 
- HOLD DOWN ADHESIVUTYP T .B.D./COST ESTIMTE $6.60/kg 
- STEEL SH£ET (FRONT SKIN)/THIN GAGE, COLD ROLLED, LOW CARBON/ $. 77/kg 
- PLASTIC CORE PLY/POLYCARBONATE WITH ADHESIVEI$2.20/ka 
- STEEL ~HEET (BACK SKIN)/THIN GAGE, COLD ROLLED, LOW CARBONI $. 77/kg 
- STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE/ACRYLIC OR EPOXIESI $6.60/kg 
- STEEL STIFFENERSITHlf4 GAGE, CCJlD ROLLED, LOW CARBON/ $ .. 77 /kg 
Figure 3.1-3 Stiffened Steel Clad/Plast1c Core Laminate Concept 
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• COHf I GUAA T ION r EJ)6( SEALS« fl)T SM_) 
,r~_ STEEL SHfEl (FRONT SKIN) 
WOOD F IIU HAIUlIOARD-'-
'WAHl) COR{ PLY -s:~~iti~~~~ STEEL SHEET (lACK SKIN) 
STEEL HAT SECTION 
ST IffENER 
• CO~ONENr/~ATERIAl/COST 
STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE (TYPE FRONT AND lACK SIINS) 
STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 
- REfLECTIVE flUVALUmfUZED POlYESTER, ACRYL!( COATINGII5.58/P¥ 
- HOLD DOWN ADH[SIVE/TYPE T .B.D./COST [STII'IATE/$6.60/ks 
- STEEL SHEET (fRONT SIOHI/THIN rlAG£. COLD ROLLED, LOW CARBON/$.71/kg 
- STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE/ACRYLIC OR EPOXIESI $6.60/kg 
- STEEl SHEET (BACK SKINIITHIN GAG£, COLD ROLLED, LOW CARBONI $. 71/kl 
- STEEL STIFFENERS/TH:N GAG£, COLD ROLLED, LOW CARB;)",' $.71/kg 
- EDGE SEAlS/AlUPllNUP1 FOIL, BUTYL BACKI!fGI $.2l/m 
- COR[ PL Y IWFHBI $. 37 /ka 
Figure 3.1-4 Stiffened Steel Clad/WFhB Core Laminate Concept 
• CONFIGURATION 
STEEL (-SECTION-
CAP STRIP 
PAPER HONEYCOPIB 
• COMPONENTS/MATERIALS/COST 
'- STRVCTURAl ADHESIVE (TYP fRONT AND BACK SKINI 
SHEEl SHEEl (BACK SKIN) 
REFLECTIVE FILP1/ALUMINIZED POLYESTER. ACRYLIC COATING/15.38/M2 
- HOLD DOWN ADHESIVUTYP T .B.D.lCOST ESTIMATE $6.60/kg 
STEfl SHElT (FFI::lNT SKINI/THIN GAGE. COLD ROLLED, LOW CARBONI S.71/kg 
- ST RUC TURAL ADHES 1 VE/ACRYLI C OR EPOX 1 ESI $6. 60/kg 
PAPER HONfYCOMB/K'VIFT PAPER, l.lea CELLS. 2.Scm DHP/$4.63/m2 
STEfl StifEl (BACK S~INIITHIN G"GE, COLD ROLLED. LOW CAREON/ S. 77/kg 
STEEL CAP STRIP/THIN GAGE. COLD ROLLED, LOW CARBON/S.71/kg 
Figure 3.1-5 Composite Sandwich Steel Clad Paper Honeycomb Concept 
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• COftF IGURATIOfI 
HOlD IXMI ADHES I vt 
ALU ....... SHEET (fRONT SKU., 
AlU ...... SHUT (lACK SKIII'-
STRUCTURAL ADHESlvt (TYP fRONT AND lACK SKill, 
• ConPOHENTS/~TER'ALS/COST 
REFl£CTlvt f lUI 
AL~I'" (-SECTION CAP STRIPS 
PAPER HONEY 
- REfLECTIVE fIUVALI.UNllf) POlYESTER, ~.cRYLIC COATING/$S.38/.2 
- HOlD IXMt ADHESIVUTYP T .B.D./COST ES. H'\ATE$6 • .,O/ka 
- ALl"IN~ SHEET (fRONT SklNIITHIN GAG[ 5000 SERIES/ $2.35/kv. 
- SiRUCTURAl ADHESIVE/ACRYLIC OR EPOXIU/ $6.60/k. 
- PAPER HONOC(ft/kRAFT PAPER, 1.3ca CEll, 2.Se. DEEPII4.631r¥ 
- ALlII1INUPI SHEET (BACk SklNIITHIN AG[, 5000 SERIES/ $2. 35/k,& 
- AlUf'lINU" CAP STRIP/THIN GAGE, 5000 SERIES/$2.3.5/k,1 
Figure 3.1-6 Composite Sandwich Aluminum Clad Paper Honeycomb Concept 
Panel Si~ 
The candidate panel concepts were sized, using a computer-aided approach, to 
obtain weight and material cost data sufficient for concept screening 
purposes. Both deflection (slope errors) and stresses ~re treated in the 
sizing analyses; deflection constraints generally governed panel designs. 
Because of lighc panel weights, wind induceJ deflections are significantly 
larger than gravity deflections. Consequently, the panel sizing was perfonned 
by analyzing only wind induced deflections using a conservative analytical 
approach. 
For purposes of concept screening. the panel sizing was constrained by a 
wind-induced peak slope error budget of 1.52 mrad at a wind speed of 14 mls 
(maximum operational condition). A study w.:s made of wind data from Edwards 
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AFB furn1shtd by JPl that verified th.t the Iisumed pln.' .rror budyet, 
combined with wind induced truss deflection errors, will r8$ult in nearly full 
energy capture in typical wind conditions at the site (see Figures 3.1-7, 
3.1-8, 3.1-9, Ind 3.1-10). This study utilized conc.ntrator perfonmance 
predictiont developed previously on the JPl/BEC low Cost Concentrltor 
Program. (Reference 3-1) 
The large number of panel sizing cases were evaluated using J computer model 
that has the follOWing features: 
o Treats st1ffen~d skin and sandwich construction 
o Performs deflection (slope error) analysis at operational w1nd conditions 
(see Table 3.1-9) 
o Performs stress (strength) analysis at the ultimate wind condition (see 
Table 3.1-9) 
o Computes weights 
o Computes structural material costs 
o Generates data for a specific range of key design dimensions 
o Outputs design data for each dimension case in a summary table fonnat that 
is useful for concept screening 
Table 3.1-10 summarizes how the model features are applied to each concept. 
Deflection slope errors are canputed using a conservative simply-supported 
panel approach. I- actual constru~tion, panel-to-truss connections will 
provide fixity which effectively reduces panel deflections. Also, the model 
is based on flat plate idealizations so act~al deflections will be reduced by 
doubly-curved shell behavior. Model details are shown in Figure 3.1-11. 
Panel siz1~g was governed by gro~nd rules adopted to develop Gata meaningful 
for panel screening (Table 3.1-11). Material gages were selected on the basis 
of minimum thickness consist~nt with availability and expected hailstone 
resistdnce. Also, a gore configuration judged to be representative was 
selected mainly to r~duce the number of variable parameters. Th£ panel sizing 
strategy was to hold these dimensional parameters fhed while the "first 
order" variables -- stiffener spacing, stiffener height, and sandwich cor~ 
thickness ~- were optimized to produce least cost for each material/generic 
concept option. 
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Figure 3.1-7 Surface Wind Conditions at Edwards AFB 
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Figure 3.i-B Wind Related Surface Error Budgets 
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Table 3.1-10 Concept Screening Model Features 
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(ROOT-S~-SQUARE) 
Figure 3.1-11 Computer Model for Panel Concept Screening 
Table 3.1-11 Optimization Strategy fo,r Panel Sizing 
• SELECT NOMINAL GAGES FOR SHEEl MATERIALS BASED ON AVAILABILITY AND 
HAILSTONE RESISTANCE 
• STEEL SHUT .076cm (.030jn.) For Skin. and Stiffeners 
.020cm (.008in.) For Laminate Cladding 
• WOOD FIBER HARDBOARD 
• POLYPROPYLENE 
• PAPERBOARD 
SELECT HONEYCOMB CORE 
.3l8c. (.125in.) 
.076cm (.030in.) 
.127em (.050in.) 
0.224 kg/m2 (1074 1b/ft3) 
• SELECT HAT STifFENER WIDTH 
2.54cm (l.Oin.) For Spacing <. 38.1cm (15.0in o ) 
5.08cm (2.0in.) For Spacing ~ 38.1cl'tl (15.0in.) 
• SELECT GORE CONFIGURATION 
ANGl E 200 
OUTE.R RADIUS 5.84m (19.2 }o"t) 
INNER RADIUS 2.18m 0.17 Ft) 
• VAP.Y OTHER DJl1ENSIONS TO FIND LEAST COST 
STIFFENER SPACING AND HEIGHT 
HONEYCOMB CORE THICKNE.SS 
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Results from the 9anel sizing study are shown in Figures 3.1-12 ~hrough 
3.1-14, and Table 3.1-12. In all cases, stiffener depth or sandwich core 
thickness is optimized for minimum panel material cost. Also, all cases ar'e 
governed by deflection limits at the operational wind condition. Initially, a 
trade study comparing costs of the two types of construction at varying gore 
angles indicated stiffened skin construction is consistently lower in cost 
than sandwich construction. Detailed paramet.er optimizations were then 
conduct.ed at a representative fixed gore angle of 20°. 
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Figure 3.1-12 Panel Struct~ral Material Weight Comparisons 
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Figure 3.1-13 Panel Structural Material Cost vs. Gore Angle 
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Figure 3.1-14 Panel ~,tructural Material Cost Comparisons 
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Table 3.1-12 Material Costs 
STIFFENED STIFFENED STlFFE~ED AL lfIl NlfI ClAD STEEl CLAD 
STEEL SKIN STEEL CLAD STEEL CLAD PAPER HONEYaJIE PAPER HONEYCOI'E 
S/~ F>LAST I C CORE ~FHB CORE SANDWICH SANDWICH lAI'IlNATE lAl'lINATE Slr¥ sn.2 
",.2 S/P¥ 
5.70 6.03 5.06 8.37 8.30 
NONE SELF-BONDING 0.80 0.80 0.80 
0.15 0.15 0.12 NONE NONE 
5.38 5.38 5.38 5.38 5.38 
O.SO O.SO O.SO O.SO O.SO 
I \.73 12.06 11.86 15.05 111.98 
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Total panel material costs were then compiled by adding adhesive and 
reflective material costs to the structural material costs fr~n the co~puter 
model. When total material costs are compared, the stiffened skin concepts 
are preferred over sandwich concepts. Th15 15 primarily due to the !tandwich 
concept being penalized by minimum material thickness constraints. All three 
competing stiffened skin concepts are close in terms of cost, the final 
selection is dependent on life cycle costs, manufacturing c~nplexity and 
technical risk, which are evaluated in the following discussion. 
Illustrations of the 5 study finalists appear in Figures 3.1-15 and 
3.1-16. 
Life Cycle Cost Factors 
Life cycle costs for the panel candidates were computed based on certain 
simplifying assumptions: 1) design concepts influence energy costs primarily 
by capital costs, which are dominated by raw material prices, 2) all concepts 
have similar installation costs, film replacement and/or refurbishment 
requirements and film reflectivity. Further details assumed appear in Table 
3.1-13. It is assumed that most of the selling price of the panels would be 
attributable to material costs as is typical of similar mass-produced consumer 
product.s. A panel capital cost of 1.2 times panel material cost was selected. 
Also, all panel concepts are judged to have similar film reflectivity 
(performance) and replacement requirements (ten year interval assumed, actual 
weatherability needs further investigation). The annual maintenance cost 
based on replaCing YS-91 film at ten year intervals and cleaning at six month 
intervals is estimat.ed to be seven percent of c~pital cost. These assumptions 
result in the panel life cycle costs being directly proportional to the panel 
material costs. Using the analysis method presented in JPL document 5040-29, 
The Cost of Energy frQn Utility-Owned Solar Electric Systems, life cycle costs 
were computed for each panel candidate which are presented later in Table 
3.1··16. 
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Figure 3.1-15 Structural Sizing 
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Figure 3.1-16 Structural Sizing 
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rlbl, 3.1-13 Energy COlt Anllysis \slumpt1onl 
CAPITAL COSTS • 1.2 (PANEL ~.fERIAl. COSTS) 
1980 DOLLARS 
:50 YEAR LifETIME 
YEAR Of (~£RCIAl. OPf.RATIOH 1985 
YEAR Of CAPITAl. INVESTMENT 1984 
GENERAL ESCALATION RATE 
DISCOUNT RATE 
INCOME TAX RATE 
NON I NC()f'IIE TAX fRACT lOti 
INSURANCE fRACTION 
I NSOLAT ION 
EFfiCIENCY 
ANNUAL HOURS Of OPERATION 
ANNUAl MAINTENANCE COST 
CLEANING. REFURBISKKlNTS 
Manufacturing Evaluation 
81 
201 
S01 
0.0025 
0.02 
800 W/m2 
801 
:5.000 HRS. 
71 Of CAPITAL COST 
Each panel candidate was evaluated with respect to the number and type of 
manufacturing operations required. (See Figures 3.1-17 through 3.1-21). This 
evaluation led to a qualitative ranking of manufacturin~ c~nplexity which was 
one of the criteria in the final concept selection process. (See Table 
3.1-14). The all-steel stiffened skin concept is least complex because it has 
the fewest number of parts and manufacturing ~teps. In addition, the metal 
components of the stiffened steel sheet concept can be fabricated by 
state-of-the-art methods by a number of suppliers. 
Technical Risk Assessment 
An assessment. of overall technical risk was made for the panel candidates by 
rating the candidates in several risk categories. (See Table 3.1-15). 
An overall best ranking wa~ given to the stiffened steel sheet concept 
primarily because: 1) the met.al components can be fabricated on conventional 
stret.ch fanning equipment with good potential for tolerance control, 2) the 
design details are relatively simple, 3) special sealing of the structural 
parts will not be required. anc\ 4) the design will have minimal temperat.ure 
gradients. 
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Figure 3.1-18 Manufacturing Requ1rements 
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Figure 3.1-20 Manufacturing Requirements 
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Figure 3.1-21 Manufacturing ReqUirements 
Table 3.1-14 Manufacturing Requirements Summary 
CONCEPT BASIC PARTS FABRICATION STEPS MNUFApV~ING COHPl X Y 
~~I~FENED STEEL :s 12 lOW 
STlH flADI PLA I CORE 5 16 P10DERATE 
STEiL CLADI WfH CORf 6 18 ~D~RATE 
HI8H 
~OMPOSITE SANDWHICH 5 19 HIGH TEEL CLADI PAPER HONEYCCWI 
COMPOSITE SANDWICH 5 20 HIr.H ~~1INU'" CLAllI P ER HONEYCOMB 
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In sumnary, the panel concept evaluation resulted in selection of the 
stiffened steel sheet dS the preferred concept for development. This 
selection is based on a composite rating of the evaluations discussed 
previously and SUlTlnarized in Table 3.1-16 --manufacturing complexity + 
technical risk + busbar energy cost. 
Weight is shown in the table, although not an evaluation criterion. The 
selected concept ~s the highest weight. This is consiste~t with recent 
findings that laminated st~'el products can save weight in automotive 
applications and many examples of light weight ~andwich str~cture. However, 
higher weight is not r.ecessarily detrimental since d larger portion of the 
stiffened steel sheet material will effectively stiffen the panel support 
trusses as part of a crnnposite. 
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rable 3.1-16 Concept Evaluation and Ranking 
W.I"'I 
IM.tarl.1 
i :~~IC. + 'r.i:hniul + BBEC • R.nklng Cone.pt LB/M ~ comp I. tty rille mlll/kWth-h 
Stifflnld •• 1 .kin 21.3 11.73 Low Low 3.7 1 (Selected, 
Stifflnld .tel- clld 15.6 12.01 Modlrlte Mod.,'tl 3.9 2 
cilitic corl 
Iminlta 
Stiffln.d .tell clld 17.7 11.81 Modlrete Modlrlte 3.8 3 
WFHBcorl to high 
Ilmlnlte 
Aluminum Gild/ 11.8 16.06 High HiCJh 4.8 ,6 
PIP" hontvcomb 
sandwich 
St.el clld/plper 14.9 14.98 High High 4.8 4 honevcomb 
• sandwich 
3.1.3 Selected Panel Concept Details 
Design infonmation related to the selected stiffened steel skin concept is 
presented in Tables 3.1-17 and 3.1-18 and Figures 3.1-22 and 3.1-23. This 
concept rep~esented the basis for the conceptual design activities of Task 2. 
A number ~f critical issues related to the selected thin film panel concept 
remained to be addressed in the next task. fhese were: 1) specular 
reflectance versus film applit~t1on method. 2) steel sheet fonming tolerance 
which infjuences film adhesive thickness and panel slope errors, 3) high speed 
film bonding; 4) corrosion protection. 5) film replacement procedure, 6) 
minimum gage needed for hailstone resistance, and 7) assessment of 
developments in overcoated reflective films. 
3.2 Coupon Development 
3.2.1 General 
This work established the basic des~~~ techniques. the feasibility and 
fabrication methods for the reflective film on steel shee~ substrate concept. 
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Table 3.1-17 Selected Conc~pt 
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Figure 3.1-22 Selected Concept Configuration 
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Figure 3.1-~3 Selected Concept Details 
Table 3.1-18 
SKIN PENDING STIFF~ESS 
Selected Concept Features 
4 
1070 £!!L 
m 
1n4 (65,,3 --) 1n 
HAT SllFFlNER AR£A 
HAT STlfFlNER MOMENT OF INERTIA 
COMBINED S~IN ST IFFfNER MO~\[NT Of INERTIA 
STIFFENER SPAN USED I~ ANALYSIS 
STIFFENER SPACING 
Pl.AK S I rtPLE SPAN BEND I NG .u.UH 
MAXlrtUM STIFFENER STRESS 
MAXIMUM SKIN STRESS 
PI:A~ STlFfUIER SH£AR LOAD 
~X. SKIN STIFFENER BONDING SH£AR fLOW 
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The selected materials and processes resulted in reflective surfaces 
exhibiting 85' spectral reflectance and a 1 specular reflectance of 1.b nlrad. 
corresponding to a 0.8 mrad slope error. The .76 mm thick substrate survived 
hail stone impact wi thout damage. Prelim; nary temperature/humidity tests 
indicated a potential problem with 3M's YS91A which has since been resolv~d. 
3.2.2 Bcldground 
A series of flat reflecUve coupons were fab.·ic~ted clnd tested. r,ach coupon 
represented a changed process or design variable. The initial coupon 
consisted of aluminized pl~stlc film bonded to bare stppl sheet. Its 
nfll!ct.ive surface exhlbiteL4 an orangl:: peel texture. i.e •• small scale (l/~ 
inch didmf?t~r or less) protrL'sions or waviness. The final coupon in the 
series used d higher gr-ide of steel ~hee~ with d sanded epoxy primed fay in9 
surfdce. This ttpproach si\jnlficantly r'~c,uced the visual ("vidence of orJnge 
peel. Howev(~r. data frC',r specul ar (cft ectdllce testr. indicated no siynificdnt 
difference between the lnitial cout>on allo thp. final coupon. 
All coupons were constructed using 22 9a l]e flat st4!!el sheets 2J. x 27 em and 
3M's YS91A reflective film. For film component des<.;ription see Figure 
3.2.2-1. 
o 
® ~tTALll(D REFlteT IVl SL;RI-ACc - 800 - 1000 A THIO. VArON DU'OSlrED SPECIAl. HIG~ 
PURl TY AlU"INU~ 
CD CARRllR ~1U1- 'J. ~IL THICK pout r,aR f IL~ III·AXIAI LY ORiENTED IHNHt)) 
® ADHlS!VE I..AHR-In ~IL THICr. PRESSURE SENSITIVE ACRYLIC. PRt.CI~ION ROLL (OAllO 
CD RlllASE COATING-WATER SOLUBLE 8UA(KlfYING SO~l.IT1U",. CURTAIN ~ALUD 
CD flElfAS£ lINf.R - I ~IL THICK POlYfS;f.R flUl BI AXIAllY ORIENTED (I[NTLD), 
~AlVAGABt£ 
Figure 3.2.2-1 Reflector film Description 
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3.2.3 Selected Materials and Processes 
Figure 3.2.3-1 depicts the fabrication sequence and methods which were 
selected based on tests and evaluations. 
No optical performance advantage for the ASTM-A620 steel substrate was 
indicated by the test data. Therefore. the initial selection of ASTM-A366 was 
retained. based on its lower cost and availability. 
The use of the epoxy primer is required to prevent oxidation of the substrate 
faying surface. This oxidation begins once the mill 011 is removed from the 
steel sheet in preparation for bonding. Therefore. tne primer was applied 
i".nediately after cleaning. 
The method of film application which 3M refers to as "wet application" was 
selected based on its simplicity. The film is easily positioned and no air is 
trapped. Dry fi 1111 appl ication was tried. the elimination of air bubbles was 
difficult and exact positioning of film before contract with the substrate was 
required. 
Table 3.2.3-1 11sts the cou~on configurations examined and evaluated. 
3.2.4 Coupon Testing 
Optical and physical les'{S were conducted on several coupons to determine the 
effects of pre I~SS and material variables. The test results facilitated 
selection of the final processes and materials for follow-on development 
hardware. 
3.2.4.1 Spertral Reflectance Te~t 
Purpose: 
Detp.rmine spectral reflectance characteristics of surface 
Test Method: 
SpectY'ophotometer i ntens i ty measurement of refl ected beam compared to air 
reference beam 
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Formed 
atlffenen 
Formed 
aubttr.t. 
Prime 
... 
Bonded 
a.mbly 
Film Trim 
---------__ -+-_ OI.y-uP 0"'-..0(0)----0 w.ter aoIutlon 
Remove _______________ ~ 5queegR Air dry rel ... Uner 
R.flective film "'0 
w.ter rlnle 0" 
blocking egan. 
Figure 3.2.3-1 Selected Assembly Sequence 
Table 3.2.3-1 (DUDDN CONFIGURATIONS [xAI'II-'EO 
(All (ouoons Used YS91A Reflective Film) 
ASIM 166 Steel 
ASTM t12D 
Bore 
-'areDlcl1ronote' CD 
Bar e -SOIHled -0 I cl1rlmlte Q) 
[POXV Pr lmed 
EDOXV Prlmed-PalnteJ 
Epoxy Prlmed-Sanaed 
GIJ I vcnlled 
(,a I vOl11 Zl'J - [00. Y P, \ffieu \D 
Bar l' - 0 I c I1r Ofl'O t e 
[poxy-SllMed • " 
l DOl V -Po I n t e.l 
CD 
• ~ll~ellf1e conceot COUDOn 
•• selected aeslon COuDOn 
Water/OeterQentl 
OICl1romote 
Water Onlv 
Orv 
Water/OeterQent" 
0) ll'stea for soectral OM s[}('cular reflectance and reflector flQure o lestea for '>oeeular ana rer!ector fI~ure 
(}) TestelJ for soecular ref leetJnce 
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Test Article(s): 
Flat coupons 
jest Data: 
Percent reflected energy vs. wavelength (see Figure 3.2.4-2 for typical 
data sheet) 
Test Parameters: 
Discrete measurement over - 341 nm wavelength to 1923 nm, 29 mrad aperture 
3.2.4.2 Specular Reflectance Test 
Purpose: 
Determinl sp~cularity error, beam divergence caused by high spatial 
frequency variations in reflective surface elements 
Test Method: 
Fourier image intensity distribution evaluat;on (see Figure 3.2.4-3) 
Test Article{s): 
Flat reflector panel coupons 
Test Data: 
Specularity plot, power normalized to 29 mrad full aperture (see Figure 
3.2.4-4 for typical data sheet) 
Test Parameters: 
568 nm light source. 0.3 cm (l/H inch) beam 
Test performed by Battelle NorthWdst Laboratories 
3.2.4.3 Reflector Figure Test 
Purpose: 
Determi ne r( f1 ect i ve surface slope errors caused by phys i ca 1 deformat ions lill 
the surface 
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Figure 3.2.4-2 Spectral Reflectance Test Data 
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Figure 3.2.4-J Optical Configuration for Specularity Measurement 
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Figure 3.2.4-4 Specularity Test Results 
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Test Method: 
Laser ray trace 
Basic Test Principle: 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Deviation of reflected beam angle fr~n mean angle, with gross panel 
curvature removed 
Test Article(s): 
Flat reflector panel coupons 
Test Data: 
Deviation of surface normal vs. linear le~gth positio~ (see Figure 3.2.4-5 
for typical data) 
Test Parameters: 
HeNe laser, 1 mm beam diameter, 0.25 mm travel resoluti~n 
Test performed by Battelle Northwest Lab~:dtories 
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Figure 3.2.4-5 Reflector Figure Test Results 
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3.2.4.4 Substrltl Surfac. Roughness T.st 
Purpose: 
Determine substrate finish requirement based on optical testing of finished 
coupons 
Test Method: 
Mechanical measurement of height deviation vs. length using a stylus 
recorder 
Test Artic1e(s): 
Finis~ed substrates for flat coupons and development panels 
Test Data: 
RMS micro inch value (see Figure 3.2.4-6 for typical data plot) 
Test Parameters: 
Measurements to be made per ASME 8461.1 standard 
PRElI~INARY 
DESIGN 
COUPON 
TRANS I T ION 
COUPON 
I~ITIAL 
CONCEPT 
COUPON 
.03 In 
Figure 3.2.4-6 Surface Roughness Test Result5 
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3.2.4.5 Hailstone Impact Test 
Purpose: 
Determine damage resistance of panel to hailstone impact. Test results will 
be used for design specification verification. 
Test Method: 
Simulated hailstone impact using pneumatic fired ice balls (see Fi~ure 
3.2.4-7). 
Test Article(s): 
Flat reflector panel coupons. 
Test Data: 
Vi~ual damage assessment. 
Test Parameters: 
2.54 cm diameter ice ball - hardness 2-3 MOHS. velocity 21!.9 m/sec at 
45° and 90° front surface incidence angles. 
Slrobe 
e.h,ull 
II"'" 
lrap , 0 0 J u~ - - u' ~ f I Pho':"'""'PI"~ II r:J "..Ioclly 1IIII0ni 
c.';'", II I S.bol triP 
Plenum ~ -:= --=-_ 
Llunch,r 
- (Hili ,un) 
01"1 d.lI" lor 
Figure 3.2.4-7 Hailstone Impact Test Range 
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3.2.4.6 Prtltmtn.ry IlMptr.turt Ttsts 
Purpose: 
Oetermtne temptr.turt tf'tcts on pantl tlements. 
Test Method: 
Exposure in temperature controlled chamber. 
Test Arttcle(s): 
Selected design coupon cut tnto two sectton A and B. 
Test Data: 
Visual assement 
Test Parameters: 
Vary tenperatures in 10°C tncrement~ between ~50oe (122°F) to -30°C (-22°F). 
soak 1 hour at extremes and 10 minutes at steps between. No humidity 
control ~equ1red (see Figure 3.2.4-8 for te~t profile). 
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Figure 3.2.4-8 Temperature Cycle Test Profile 
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3.2.4.7 Coupon Test ~esults 
Results for the tests described in the preceding paragraphs are presented in 
Table 3.2.4-1. 
Optical test data (spectral reflectance specularity and reflectJr figure) were 
used in the initial film selection, coupon screening and in the concentrator 
optical perfonnance ar.alyses (presented in Section 4.3). 
Substrate surface roughness data needed to aid in the select~on of substrate 
preparation shows the improvement of surface quality achievad Guring the 
develo~nent program. The initial concept involved the use of bare steel and 
the selected design uses sanded epoxy primer. It shu~~1 be noted that while 
the sui'face roughness was reduced (visually and by measurt!l1lent) no significant 
optical improvenent was observed. The epoxy primer is required, ~owever, for 
corrosion protection of the substrate. 
Simulated hail ~esting indicated that the substrate thickness (.76 mm) waS 
adequate. No reflective film damage was observed. 
Pre l'imi nary testi ng at the specificat ions temperature extremes, -3.)"[, (-22°F) 
and +SO°C (122°F). revealed a problem of film blistering at +50°C. The 
problem was reported to the 3M company. 3M investigated samples in their 
laboratory and identified the problem as a feilure at the interface between 
the polyester film and the adhesive. Water captured during the film 
~pplication process migrated through the adhesive, expanded upon heat addition 
and formed the blisters. 3M recognized the problem and its solution from 
experiance with other films and made a small process change to the YS-91A. 
Samples tested ~t BEC and 3M subsequent to the plocess change have not 
exhibited the blistering problem. 
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4.0 CONCENTRATOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
4.1 Concentrator ~estgn 
4.1.1 General 
The Point Focus Thin Film Concentrator Conceptual Design is shown in Figure 
4.1.1-1. It is a 12 meter diameter, 80 klfl. 1500°F concentrator with a 20 CIII 
diameter receiver aperture, and a focal length to diameter ratio of 0.6. 
The primary features uf the concentrator are: 
a. AZ~lIluth elevation drive system gimballed at the concentrator center of 
':.II',IV i ty. 
b. Inverted stow with receiver boom mechanically locked t.o base of pedestal. 
c. Zero blocking reflector design and receiver support c;tructure boom. 
d. Prestress~d cast concrete pedestal/foundation. 
e. Low weight concentrator 60 lb~/m2 estimated, pedestal/foundation not 
i ncl uded. 
The reflector panels are bolted to the circumferential rings shown in Figure 
4.1..1-2. Alignment of the individual pJnels is accomplished usiny this bolted 
connection. Radial trusses support the circumferential rings. 
Figure 4.1.1-3 shows orientation of the parabolic gore section reflector 
panels. There are 15 inner panels ar.d 30 outer panels. 
4.1. 2 Reflector Panej Design 
1.1e reflector panels are 3 meter long parabolic gores wlth 7.? meter focal 
lengths. The panels are comprised of radial rib stiffened s 1 substrates 
with bonded on aluminized plastic film. They have a spectr~l reflectance of 
85% and d 16 specularity of 1.5 mrad (slope error 0.75 mrad). The panels are 
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designed to achieva a fabricated contour error of 2.0 mrad or less over 90S of their 
area. The wind load deflection of the panel is 0.6 mrad RMS at 14 m/s. 
The m4jor components of the panels are shown in Figure 4.1.2-1. A 22 gage low 
carbon steel sheet per ASTM A-336 is stretch fonned into a parabolic contour, 
and an aluminized plastic film (3M's YS91A) is bonded to it. Five 22 gage 
steel (A-366) hat section stiffeners are bonded to the steel sheet with 
acrylic adhesive. The stiffeners are equally spaced and oriented in the 
radial direction. Four steel hat section spreaders provide panel torsional 
rigidity. 
A two part zinc rich epoxy primer is applied to all the steel surfaces for 
corrosion protection. The reflective film is bonded to the primed surface of 
the steel stubstrate. All other steel surfaces are finish coated with a 
whit~, two-part polyurethane paint. 
The steel components primed and painted as specified are de~igned to last 30 
years in the southwest United States. Preliminary experiments with coupons indicate 
the reflective film is easily ,"emoved and replaced. 
Table 4.1.2-1 lists the panel materials and material costs. The steel costs 
are based on direct purchase from the steel mill. The break point where 
direct purchase becomes possible occurs at 18,2eO kg (40,OoC pounds) which is 
e'lual to 2,500 m2 of reflectors or twenty-two 12 m diameter concentrators. 
4.1.3 Reflector Panel Fabrication 
The manufacturing methods dr 
and existing facilities. 
. ,,~ in this section utilize present technology 
The steel sheet substrate 15 stretch formed. The advantages of stretch 
forming this part versus conventional press forming methods are: 
1. About 70S less force is needed than for conventional methods; 
2. Spring back is greatly redu~ed and is easily controlled by over forminy, 
3. Minimum residual stresses remain in the part after forming; 
4. Because the entire part is stretched, uniform deformation occurs, 
5. Accuracy of the fonned parts is highly repeatable because of items 2, 3, 
and 4 listed above; 
) 
) 
) 
) 
). 
~. I:lr ...... ,- ;,.,., 
/ , 
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Figure 4.1.2-1 Reflector Panel Components 
Tab~e 4.1.2-1 Reflector Panel Material Usage and Costs 
Material LB/m2 S!Un It 1/1'12 
Reflective Film I. 9 0.601tt 2 6.S0 
Steel sneet SubStrate 11;2 0.27/105 l.SO 
Steel Ha: Sect Ion St I fteners II .5 0.25/105 2.S0 
Acrvllc Adneslve O. I S.O/IOS O.SO 
EDoxv Primer 0.06Itt? 0.70 
Polvuretnane Paint O. 061r t2 0.70 
--- - -~- --
rOT AL S 2S.0 $16 
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6. Long die life results because there is no scuffing between the work piece 
and the die and relative movement is small. 
Setup time required for stretch fo~ing t~e part is a disadvantage when short 
runs are considpred. However. for high production rates. the blank can be 
automatically loaded and unloaded. This automation step makes stretch fo~in9 
cc;;,lpetithe with other press fanning methods. 
The contour accuracy of the f1n1shed part depends directly on the contour of 
the fo~1ng die. Therefore. a comprehensive die design/development phase is 
required. The profile accuracy of the finis~ will be 0.2S mm (0.001 in) RMS. 
This will assure finished panels with 1. mrad or less slope errors. 
The steel hat section stiffeners and spreaders are fabricated by first contJur 
roll forming low carbon coil stock into the desired hat section shape. These 
hat sections are then parabolically contoured by stretch fanning. 
FrJr small product1..';~ lots. the fanned steel parts will be spray primered 'lfter 
fanning. For high production. the coil stock would be coil coatpd at the 
mill. 
The pl"imered stiffeners and spreaders are then positioned on t~e stiffener 
subassembly die (Figure 4.1.3-1) and fastened together by resistance spot 
welding the flanges of the spreaders to the hat section stiffeners. The 
combination of jigging and sequential spot welding provides a rigid stiffener 
subassembly without distort1ng the substrate mating flanges of the stiffeners. 
The formed steel substr~te is vacuum chucked down on an accurately contoured 
master tool (Figure 4.1.3-2). This smooths out any long period surface 
defonnat.10ns. The sttffe,.er subassembl) is then bonded to the chucked 
substrate using a rapid cure structural acrylic adhesive. The rigidity of the 
st1ffen~r subassenbly maintains the assembled contour of the substrate after 
removal from the master tool. 
The sttffener side of the steel panel assembly is then finish coated with a 
w,hite 2-part polyurethane paint. 
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Figure 4.1.3-2 Reflector Panel Assemb1y Master Tool 
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The desired degree of automation for aplllying the reflective plast.ic film 15 
affected by production quantities. For p~Jtotype concentrator quantities, the 
film will be applied by hand using the wet application method described in 
Section 5.3. Some tooling will be designed to facilitate handling the film. 
This to~ling could be refined and expanded on until production quantities 
warrant installation of an adhesive roll coater machine at the panel assembly 
facility. This would allow full autonation of a dry film applicat1cn 
process. 
4.2 Structural Analyses 
4.2.1 Model Configuration 
Two panel configurations were chosen to be studied consisting of ra~ial and 
circumferential stiffeners (Figure 4.2-1). Thuse two configurations were 
modeled in sufficip.nt detail (see Figure 4.2-2) to calculate slopes and 
deflections (deflection analysis) and stresses (strength analysis) for various 
external loading conditions utilizing the NASTRAN computer program. The 
external loading condition~ applied to the NASTRAN finite element model were 
wind, gravity, therm~l, sn~w, ice, and seismic (see Table 4.2.1). The wind 
condition chosen for the panel analysis was a head-on wind that produces a 
constant wind ;:-ressure on the panel. This wind condition is the most sever':! 
for a panel but is not necessarily the most severe for a total concentrator. 
The thermal analysis was based on a temperature difference betwe!n the skin 
and stiffener structure of the panel. 
Trade Studies 
The slope error of the panels compared to the design slope is critical on 
point focus concentrators since it directly affects the efflciellcy of the 
concentrator. The slope error must be minimized and cannot exceed 
1.52 milliradlans RMS from the effects of environmental loads. A trade study 
was performed to evaluate the radial and circumferential stiffener 
configurations with respect to the slope variations of the two configu,'ations. 
In order to directly c~npare the results, the edge condition for both 
configurations were identical and wa~ chosen to be fixed on the perimeter of 
the panels. Table 4.2-2 presents the results of this trade study for a 
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Table 4.2-1 - External Loading Condition 
Deflection ~~ren5lth 
, 
Wi nd 14 mls (31 mph) 42 m/s (93 mph) 
(unifonm pressure load) p-16SPa (.0239 psi) p-1482 Pa (.21Sps1) 
I Cp • 1.4 
I Snow SO cm (19. 7 1 n) 
\ p-614 Pa (.089 psi ) 
! Ice 1.0 em (.3937 in) , 
p-89.6 Pa (.013 psi ) 
Se1sm1e 
.!. .2S g's 
Thermal .\T bptween skin .\T between skin 
and stiffeners and stiffeners 
Gravi ty 1 9 I 1 g I 
Table 4.2-2 - Stiffener Trade Study (fixed edges) 
r 
----, 
RMS Slope Error - Radians 
-
Gravit~ Wi nd J 14 mlsl 
Circumferential .353 x 10-3 1.067 x 10-3 
Rad1 a 1 .205 x 10-3 .63 x 10-3 I 
""----_. 
r 
gravity and wind .xternal loading condition. Th. r.sults ~how that a radial 
stiffened panel is superior to the circum~er.ntial stiff.ned pan.' in 
minimizing the slope error. However, both the radially and the 
circumferential stiffener slope arrors are b.low the maximum aliowed error. 
From the trade s~udy of the stiffener configuration, the radial stiffener 
configuration was chosen as the candidate configuration for further trade 
studies. A trade study was conducted to evalu~te the support configuration i~ 
minimizing slope errors and determination of its strength capabilities. 
Several support conditions were evaluated consisting of (1) fixed ed~es, (2) 
fixed inner and outer circumferential edges, and (3) fixed inner edge and 
outer support at 0.6 m inward fr~n the outer circumferential edge. Table 
4.2-3 shows the slope error results and Table 4.2.4 shows the maximum stresses 
to be expected in the panel. The minimum RMS slope on the panel was for fixed 
edge boundary conditions excpnt for the thennal loading condition. The 
largest RMS slope was for the third support condition. 
Although this latter bounddry condition yields the largest slope error, it may 
be the most econ~ical for a total concentrator since the support structure 
should be lighter than when the outer support i~ on the ,oncentrator 
perimeter. The maximum stress in the panel is weli below the allowable 
tensile stress for steel and compressive stresses ~re within bucklin~ 
allowables. Ccnsequently, the panel stiffness, rather than strength, is 
critical. 
In conclusion, the structural analysis detennineJ that the nns slope error for 
a panel with circumferential stiffeners was larger than for a panel with 
radial stiffeners assuming the same boundary constraints and external loading 
conditions. The resulting stresses for either panel-stiffener c~nbinat;ons 
were well below design allowables indicating that the stru~ture is designed by 
stiffness re~uirements. The boundary constraints (support configurations) has 
~1ffie effect on the rms slaDe errors. However, assuming an allowable nns error 
ot 1.52 mrad, there is flexibility on the location and type of support 
configurations. 
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Table 4.2-3 - Support Configur.tion Trades 
o Radial Stiffeners 
RMS Slope Error - R.dians 
-
Gr.vit,l Tem2!rature Wi nd (31 mj)h) 
Fixed Edges .205 x 10-3 .546 x 10-3/ of .630 x 10-3 
Fixed Inner and Outer .235 x 10-3 .924 x 10-3 
Circumferential Edges 
Fixed Inner and 0.6m .289 x 10-3 .297 x \0- 3/ of 1.027 x 10-3 
from Outer Circu~ 
ferential Edge 
. 
---
Table 4.2-4 - Maximum Pitnel Stresses 
o Maximum Stress Due to Wi nd at 42 mls 
, Stress 
Mpa (psi) 
Gravity Wind 
t-------- - -
Panel Sk 1 n 1. 96 (284) 
3.26 (-473) 
7. 15 (-1037) 
St 1 ffener 3.45 (501) 
50.6 (7337) 
Allowable (steel) • 155 MPa (22500ps1) 
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Rad1al stiffener supported at 
inner circumferential edge and 
at 0.6m. 1 n from outer ci rcum-
ferential edge. 
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4.3 Optical Perfonmance Analysis 
4.3.1 Analysis Method 
Perionmance, as measured by net energy into the receiver aperture of the 
candidate substrates, was analyzed with the aid of a d1sc~ete ray tracing 
com~uter model (SPLOID). The mK'del treats the various geometrical, optical, 
and system parameters that are important to perfonmance. The analytical 
method incorporated in the model is an extension of previous BEC modeling of 
par~bo11c m1rrors (LOID code). Recent updates to the code allow 1t to 
consider imaye shape, surface specular1ty prof1le3, and laser ray trace 
(angular deflect10n) profiles, in addition to surface and pOinting errors. 
Pr10r to implementing the pcrfonmance code, the combined effect of the sun's 
image, surface specular1ty profl1e, and laser ray trace deflection (or'ange 
peel) profile 15 detenm1ned. The folluw1ng paragraphs descri~e the analytic 
pr'ocess involved. 
Cons1der an x,i coordinate system 1n the plane perpendicular to the optic~~ 
ax is of the refl ect.ed central unperturbed beam ori gi nat i ng from the solar 
disk. Assume a c1rcular isotrop1c intens1ty distribution over the solar disk 
wh1ch is given in the x,y plan~ by: 
I (x ,y) • i {Jx2 + y2 } 
I{x,y} has its highest value at (a,a) and falls concr~trically off to zero 
as ,~2 • y2 bec~nes large. 
Taking an unperturbed beam fr~n the sun. let 1ts position be (x,y) in the x,y 
plane. Now consider this location being perturbed b.) a vecto," {u,v} which is 
assumed to have a circular isotropic density in the x,y plane given by: 
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this density combines the perturbation effects of surface specularity and 
!'ef 1 ect 1v i ty 1 rregu 11 ri ties. The 1 ocat 1 on of th perturbed beam will then be: 
(s,t) • (x + u,y + v) 
The intensity at (s,t) is then given by: 
j(s,t) • /:rg(S-X, t-y) I(x,y) dxdy 
"J 
The perturbation (u,v) is itself th~ sum of two perturbat10n vectors: 
(U1, VI) has density 91(u1, vd ·f1(~i2-+ V12) which portrays the 
deflection due to mirror surface specularity. 
(U2. v2) ha3 density 92(U2, V2) ·f2(/U22~--V22 ) which portrays the 
deflection due to mirror reflectivity irregularities (laser ray trace data -
an~ular deflection). 
Then, g(u,v) = r ,.' .... g1 (U-u2, v- v2) g2 (u2' v2) dU2dv2 
~, l. 
Converting to cylindrical coordinates to take advantage of symmetry, the 
overall intensity profile becomes a four fold integral which is modeled using 
a Riell'Jnt1 sum approximation. The intensity distributi,)n can then be input to 
the performance prediction code. Figure 4·.3-1 summarizes the steps of the 
1,nage analysis. 
The p~rformQnce model is based on a discrete idealilation of the reflector. A 
grid is projected onto the parabolic reflector dividing it into equal area 
elell.ents. The unit nonnals for each element are rotated according to surface 
slope and tracking ~rrors. A cone of light is simulated by rays clustered 
around the unit nonnal. The energy repr~sp,;,ted by each ray is dictated by the 
reflected image ana~ysis. The cone of light is then projected onto the focal 
plane (see Figure 4.3-2). Intercept factors and n~t useful thermal energy are 
then calculated for various aperture diametets. 
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4.3.2 Analysis Results 
Computer simulations were run for the concentrator using the selected 
reflector panel design. Experimentally detenmined values for reflector 
surface specularity and reflectivity were used, as well as dimensional data, 
as ~nput to the computer program. The simulations provided i"tercept factor 
curves and curves of net e~ergy to the aperture as a function of aperture size 
for different surface errors and pointing errors. 
Figures 4.3-3 through 403-8 are plots of analyses for a 12 meter diam~ter 
concentrator with \000 W/m2 insolation. Inputs to the analyses included sun 
shape, hemispherical reflectance and specularity experimentally detenmined in 
coupon tests, "orange peel", zero pOinting error and 3 receiver temperatures. 
815°C, 5900 ( and 370°C. The net energy curves include reradiation losses from 
the I~ecpiver at the specified receiver temperature and aperture sileo Three 
or more curves are provided on each plot to show the effects of surface error 
on perfonnancl!. 
The curves for the 815°C case (Brayton cycle) suggest that a surfa~e error af 
2 mrad or less will be required to capture the desired 80 kW of thenna1 
energy. As the surface errors increase, the net energy rapidly drops off. 
This sensitivity to surface error is seen to decrease with the lower receiver 
ternperature~ (F 1 1ures 4.3-6 and 4.3-8), indic~ting that greater surface errors 
could be tolerated on lower temperature systems. For example, at 815°C (in 
Figure 4.3-4), a peak energy of about 82 kW would be achieved with a 2 
mil1iradian surface error, while at 370°C (Figure 4.3-7), 82 kW would be 
achieved with about 7 mrad surface error. Therefore, in meeting the low 
surface error requi .. ements of the hi gh temperatur'e receiver, a concentrator 
deSign is created that exceeds t~e requirements of lower temperature systems. 
Figure 4.3-4 shows that surface errors of 1 mrad or lower would add a few 
percent to the energy collected, provided the aperture diameter is redu~ed 
from .25 m (the optimum for 2 mrad surface error) to 0.175 m. However, the 
effects of pointing error and structural deflections also should be 
considered. At a 2 mrad pointing error (Figure 4.3-9), the 2 mrad surface 
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error/.25 m aperture drops to 76 kW, but the] mrad surface error/.175 m 
aperture drops even more to 73 kW. Selecting the larger aperture not only 
permits more surface error but is also less sensitive to other errors. 
Referring to the bottom figures in Table 4.2-3, it is apparent that some 
allowance should be given to gravity and temperature deflections. If.5 mrad 
of the 1.52 mrad budgeted for environmental effects is assigned to these 
effects, which would be present much Ilf the time, then the manqfactured panel 
error budget shoul~ be reduced to 1.5 mrad to achieve a 2 mrad total. 
Variable deflections due to wind loads will further degrade performance. For 
the average wind speed in Figure 3.1-7 (about 3 m/s) the equivalent panel 
surface error will be negligible. At higher wind speeds the concentrator 
truss deflaction will have a ~ignificant effect on optical performance. This 
effect is not shown but it can be con~luded that losses would be lower at 
larger aperture sizes. 
Based on these factors it is concluded that (1) achieving panel optical 
performance suitable for a Brayton cycle would also meet the need~ for lower 
tenperatur~ applications, (2) a budget of 1.5 mrad RMS surface error ~r less 
for panel manufacturing tolerances is acceptable, and (3) the aperture 
diameter sh 'U ~ be at least .25 m t.o reduce sensltivity to other errors. I 
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5.0 TEST PANEL DEVELOPMENT 
5.1 General 
This work concerned the design and fabrication of two panels and the testiny 
of these panels. Test results show that r~flectorized plastic f11m on sheet 
steel substrates is a Feasibl~ design for low cost reflectors. These 
reflectors are suitable for 816°C (15000 f) concentrator designs. The 
accumulative RMS optical errors associated with the reflective surface 
ge~netry of the test panels were 1.7 mrad for one and 2.2 mrad for the other. 
There were no fabrication problems or additional technology requirements 
identified. A tolerancing r!!tionale and inspection method was developed for 
future metdl parts. 1he finished test panels ale shown in Figure 5.1-1. 
5.2 T~st Panel Design 
The test panel design represents a section of a full size parabolic gore 
reflector. It uses the same stiffener configuration. and its spherical radius 
of curvature closely matches the parabolic curvature midway on the full size 
panel. The design is depicted in Figure 5.2-1. 
The overall dimensions of the test panel. 60 x 70cm and its 6.45m focal length 
match those dimensions of the JPL. glass/foamglas test bed concentrator 
Pdnels. This Wd~ done to faCilitate testing by JPL. 
The test )anel design uses the materials ~nd processes sele~ted at the 
conclusion of the COUpOIl development work described in Section 3.0. The tes" 
panel stiffener desiyn and spacing was established based on stress analYSis 
for the full size parabolic gvre reflector. 
Conventional diinensioning and tolerancing were applied to the detail parts and 
assembly. A +.38 ITVn (0.015 in) profile tolerance was placed on the contoured 
steel sheet surface. 
5.3 Test Panel Fabrication 
The test panels were fabricated using the techniques and processes selected at 
the conclusion of the coupon development work. No special attention or 
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Figure 5.1-1 Test Panels SN-7 and SN-l0 
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I~thods were required to bond the film to the compound curvature of the 
substrat.e. The fabricat i Ort sequence is shown 1 n Fi gure 5.3-1. 
5.3.1 Steel Sheet Substrate 
1 meter square blanks were sheared from sheet stock and hydraulic bulge funned 
using a die with a S.5m spherical radius of curvatur'e, see Figura ~.3.2-1. An 
abrasive cutting wheel was used to cut out the finished formed Uank. The 
radius of curvature in the forming die was changed three times to adjust the 
radius of curvatures on the formed part. This is the normal procedure 
required to achieve accurate forming when springback occurs. 
The finished blanks were cleaned to a water break free surface using a vapor 
degreaser and wann water rinse cycle. The parts were then primered with a 
zinc rich two-part epoxy primer and oven-baked at 150°C (300°F) for one hour. 
Steel Hat Section Stiffeners 
The stiffener cross sectioll shape was fabricated by brake forming. Thf. radius 
of c~lrvature was fonned by hand using a mechanical press and roller blocks. 
After fonning ~.he stiffeners were cleaned and primered using the same methods 
described for the steel sheet substrate, Section 5.3.1. 
5.3.3 Stiffener Suoassembly 
The stiffener s~bassembly was fabricated by positioning the stiffeners and 
close-out tu~es on the master tool. The parts were then drilled and fastened. 
This method of fabrication resulted in a stress free stiffener subdss~nbly 
(Figure 5.3.3-1). 
5.3.4 Master Tool 
A master tool with a 13.1 meter spherical radius of curvature was fabricated 
frOO! a steel round. This tool was used for checking parts, fabricating the 
st i Hener subassemb ly and fi na 1 ~ssembly of the refl ector steel components. 
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Figure 5.3.3-1 Stiffener Sub-Assembly 
5.3.5 Subs t. ra t.e/St if fener Frame Assemb 1 y 
Figure 5.3.5-1 shows the steel sheet. sul'strat.e vacuum chucked to the master 
t.ool ' nd t.he stHf. 'II,!r frame assembly being placed on top. Thh method of 
a~sa~ly provided precision contour control of the substrate. Figure 5.3.5-2 
snows the structural adhesive being applied to the substrate. a gap filling 
epoxy adhesive was used. The hand formed faying surfaces of the stiffeners 
were not accurate enough to allow using a thin bond line acrylic adhesive as 
origin~11J planned. Figure 5.3.3-1 s~ows the bonded assembly curiny on the 
master tool. No clamps Ot weights were used to hold the stiffener fr~ne. so 
that no residual stresses would be induced in the frame. After the 24 hour 
cure the bonded assembly was painted with a white 2-part polyurethane paint o~ 
its frame side. The primered reflective film faying surface of the substrate 
~~~ lightly sanded using 400 grid wet/dry p.per. 
5.3.6 Reflective Film Application 
3M's wet film application method was used. Figure 5.3-1 lists the process 
steps. Figures 5.3.6-1. -2. -3. -4. -5. and ·6 are photographs of the film 
application process steps. 
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Figure 5.3.5-1 Substrlta Sheet Vlcuu.-Chuckad to Mister Tool 
Figure 5.3.5-2 Adhesive Application 
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Figure 5.3.6-1 Remov.l of Relels~ liner 
Figure 5.3.6-2 Rinse of Blocking Agent 
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5.4 Tetl Panel Evaluation 
This section of th~ report prescr.~s the test and evaluation program that was 
perfonmed on the two test panels. Test purpose" procedures, and results are 
presented for optical tests using both point source and sun source approdches. 
A test was also c~nducted on one of the test panels to dete~ine the effects 
of temperature upon the image quality. Dat~ from the two optical test r 4re 
compared with analyses and with eilch other for vaHdat ion. 
5.4.1 Evaluat10n with Point Source 
5.4.1.1 Purpos~ of Testing 
The purpose of this test was to measure the radius of curvature and surfdce 
I -"or distribution for eac::h of the test panels. 
5.4.1.2 Method 
The technique used was siml1 ar to the one developed by M. Argoud as described 
in Refere1 ce 5-1. The optical apparatus uses a point source geometry where 
t.he source and t.arget 11e in the same plane which is located at. a distance 
equal to t.he radius of curvature fr~n the test panel. Figure 5.4-1 is 4 
schemat.1 c of the apparatus used for this work. 
A 1.3 cm (0.5 in) diameter carbon arc source was used. The source was located 
out.side the light tight enclosure. wnich was provided to Shield the test panel 
and Ldrget. optics fr~ stray light. Light from the source was directed down 
the length of the enclosure via a folding mirror. The test panel then 
returned the light to the target plane. The distance between the source 
centerline and the target centerline at the source/target plane was 
approximately 61 cm (24 in). 
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figure 5.4-1 Point Source Panel Evaluation Apparatus 
The t.aryet plane consisted of a frame that supported a 46 x 61 em (18 x 24 in) 
fresnel lens and a set of removable apertures. The lens used had a focal 
lengt.h of 56 cm (22 in). A second lens (plano-convex) was positioned at the 
fresnel lens focal point to further reduce the image she to well below the 
out.er dimGnsions of the photovoltaic detector. Response from the detector, in 
ndllivolts. was read out on a 1igital volt mete,'. Figures 5.4-2,-3 and-4 are 
photoyrdphs of the point source optical apparatus. Ftgure 5.4-5 is a plot of 
t.he det.ect.or output. versus ligilt ie~f!l in a ,=altbration facility, showing t.he 
1 inearHy of the instrument. 
5.4.1.3 Procedure 
Radius of Curvature j 
The t.est panel was mounted on a support fixture equi pped with wheels. The 
panel could be moved forward or backward along axis of the enclosure, whl1e 
keeping its aim point on the target approximately fixed. A clean, white 
surhce was pos it ioned at the target. plane. Next. t.he carbon arc source was 
illuminat.ed. The test panel was positioned at a dhtance from the target. 
plane approximately equal to the anticipated radius of curvature. The panel 
was then slowly moved forward down the tunnel while observing the image shape I" f 
I 
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on the target surfac •• Th.n the pan.' was MOved in r.v.rs., up the tunnel, 
while observing the image sh.pe. This proc.ss .. s r.p •• t.d until a position 
was obtained where the image diametJr w.s obs.rv.d to b. a minimum. A tape 
measure was used to _asu,·. the dht.f\C. from the pan.' to the target phne. 
This distance is the radius of curvatur •• 
Surface Error Distribution 
The test panel was positioned at the measurew radius of curvaturt and adjusted 
so that the roflected image was placed approximat.,y on the centerline of the 
target plane. The a~rture se~ie$. consisting of ~ em (2 in), 10 cm (4 in), 
20.5 em (8 in), 30.5 CIT. (12:n). and 40.5 cm (16 1n) diameter holes cut from 
the cardboard sheets was installed. These ape~tures were arranged on hinge 
~ines so that they could be sequentially positioned one after the other over 
the Fresnel lens. The centers of the aperture were coincident with the center 
of the Fresnel lens and the centerline of the optical train. The aperture 
sizes were selected to cover the range of wide open (collects all light) down 
to about 1 mrad of surface error. Individual apertures allowed only 1iyht 
,'ays included wahin the cone angle defi.,ed by the aperture to be passed 
through the lenses. These rays were concentrated on the sensor by the lenses 
and quantified by the diyital voltmeter (DVM). By observing the sensor 
response for each aperture and nonmalizing the results to the wide open 
apert.uf-e result t a surface error curve was generated. Thh curve provided 
infonmation about what percentage of the total imaye was contained in each 
surface error panel. Further data manipulation resulted in intercept factor 
curves. 
5.4.1.4 Test Results 
Radius of Curvature 
The radii for the test panels were measured to be: 
Panel SN7: 13.11 m (516 in) 
Panel SN10: 12.80 m (504 in) 
The repeatability of the menu·aments was found to be.!. 30.5 cm (12 in). or + 
2.41. 
Surface Error Di$tribution 
The error distributions were detennined by taking a number of aperture series 
data sets for each panel and finding the averages and standard deviation (1<5) 
error bands. Gradual drifting in the output of the c~rbon point source would 
occur resulting in an eventual reduction of the peak output. It was 
detennined that no significant drifting occurred during a single serles of 
readings. Slnce each series was nonnalized to maxlmuln output. effects of 
drift on serles-to-scries d,3ta were eliminated. 
Table 5.4~1 summarizes the data taken for panels SN7 and SN10. Twenty-three 
sets of data were taken for SN7 and 8 sets for SNID. The same data is 
plotted in Figures 5.4-6 and 5.4-7. 
Computer simulation of the test panels was per~:onned. Assuming a 1 mrad point 
source at infinity and using the specularity fr~n the coupon test. intercept 
factor vs. aperture angle curves were generated. Curves for O. 1 and 2 rnrad 
surface error are shown as the solid lines in Flgure 5.4-8. Test data for SN7 
and SN10 are also shown. C~parison of analysis dnd test data clearly 
indicates that the 16 surface errors for these two panels are between 1 and 2 
mrad. To obtain a closer estimate. the intercept factor curves are 
lineariled. assuming the curves can be adequately represented by an error 
function: ~2 
- 26 '2 
.. 1 _. e 0 
where 0 = intercept factor 
R • aperture radius (mrad) 
tb & standard deviation of the fu~ctlon 
As shown in Figure 5.4-3b. the analytical curves confonn very well up to 
interc~pt factors of .98 or so. The slope of these curves is equal to 60 - 2• 
A correlation between60 and panel surface error is obtained by plotting the 
analytical data as shown in Figure 5.4-8c. It is evident that the computer 
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anal)sis approaches the line where surface error = 1/200 for larger errors. 
The difference between these lines is the result primarily of the reflective 
surface specu1arity effects and secondarily due to the small but finite source 
image size. Slopes through the test data in Figure S.4-8b (using a linear 
regression best fit) are also used to establish values for(fo' The 
analytical correlation in Figure S.4-8c is then used to estimate the paMl 
surface errors corresponding to these test data. Sev~ral values are shoft~ 
based on the number of test data poi nts used to detenn1 ne 60 The dashed 
lines indicate upper and lower bounds on the d'-lta. Because the urcertainty 
becomes very large in the Figure S.4-8b curve, when the intercept factor 
approaches 1.0, the value of the fourth data points (at 12 mrad) is suspect. 
Bas i ng the best fit "nomi nal" perfonnance on the first three data poi nts for 
each panel yields panel 16 surface e,"rors of 1.4 and 1.5 mrad for panel S/N7 
and SNIO, respectively. 
5.4.2 lvcrluation of Temperature Hfect'i on Image Quality (Point Source) 
5.4.2.1 Purpose of Testing 
The purpose of this testing was to evaluate the sensitivity of the panel 
perfonnance (image quality) to temperature variations. 
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5.4.2.2 Method 
The ~ppar.tus described in Section 5.4.1.2 for point source testing ana panel 
SN7 ~.re used in this test setup. In addition, equipment for heating and 
COOll~g of the panel was provided. Coo11ng was accomplished by enclosing the 
back stde of the p.nel with a polystyrene foam box and loading the box with 
dry ice and allowin~ natur.l convection air currents to gradually cool the 
panel to the desire(l temperature. Heating was accomplished with an arrdY of 
three 250 watt infr~red lamps. A light shield was constructed to block rays 
fran the heat lamps from traveling down the tunnel and entering the test 
system optics. Two chromel-alumel (Type K) thenmocouples were installed on 
the backside of the panel. One was attached to the steel skin and the other 
to the structure. Radiation shields were provided on each thermocouple. An 
ica-bath junction was used and the readout was a Hewlett-Packard dual pen 
recorder. Figure 5.4-9 shows ~chematics of the apparatus used. 
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5.4.2.3 Procedure 
Pinel SN7 WI. used for both the t .. per.ture testl' therefore, it Wli 
posttioned It 1311 cm frOM the t.rget p1lne. 
Low Temperltur'. Heat Test 
The optical tfSt .pparitul was lligned for tilting IS in prev10:;~ tests. The 
coo1tng apparltus as sh~, in Figure 5.4-9 WIS instilled and loaded with dry 
tee. The onset of condensation on the front surflce of the panel was observed 
"" . 
" , 
at appro.imate1y +10·C (SO·F), in~teattng the dew point hid been reached. No " ~ 
provt1tO"S had been made to prevent or remove condensatton, therefore the 
test was dew-point liMited. Thirteen sets of data were tlkln at .n averaye 
backskin tflmperatl're of +12.2°C (+54°F) and an average structure temperature 
of +11.7°C (+5JoF). 
High Temperature Test 
The coo1inq apparatus was removed from the setup. A support stand ~tth 3 
clamp-on heat lamps was positioned behind the panel. Each lamp illuminated 
the entire backsiQ~ of tho panel but at different angles. No gradients were 
r.reated. The lamp arr,l,) was moved in relation to the panel until the desh'ed 
temperatures were ac~ieved. Thirteen sets of data were taken at an averaye 
backskin temperature of +41°C (+10S0F) and an average structure temper&ture of 
+42°C (+107°F). 
Ambient Temperature Test 
A data series of 11 sets was taken with the panel at ambient temperature. 
These data were taken for reference purposes. 
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5.4.2.4 Test Re!uits 
Results from the low, ambient and high temperature tests are tabulate~ in 
Table 5.4-2. Nonnalized detector response average values and standard 
deviations are provided for each aperture size. The average values are also 
presented graphically on Figure 5.4-10. 
The average values with 1cr error bands are seen to overlap at each aperture 
she. No genera ~ trend. such as low temperatur'e data bei ng cons 1 stent 1,)' 
higher or lower ,tliS observ'!d. Within the limits imposed by experiment~j 
uncertainty, no temperature effects were observed. 
Table 5.4-2: Temperature Effects Test Data SN7 
5.011 1.9 0.267 t 0.022 0.259 t 0.006 0.228 (2.0) 
10.20 l.9 0.687 t 0.037 0.103 I ! 0.007 0.663 t 0.014 (4.0) 
20.30 7.8 0.964 ~ 0.013 0.968 ! 0.009 0.973 ~ 0.017 (8.0) 
lO.50 11.6 0.983 ~ 0.015 0.983 ~ 0.011 0.994 t 0.0\17 ( 12.0) 
40.60 15.5 1.000 0 1.000 0 1.000 0 ( 16.0) 
~ 13 o.u s.ts 
~ 11 o.t. s.ts 
~ 13 O.l. ~h 
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Fi gure 5.4-10 Temperature Effects Test Mirror No. 7 
5.4.3 Evaluation with Sun as Sourc4 
~.4.3.1 Purpose of Testing 
The purpose of this test was to measure the focal length. the solar image 
distribution, and to substantiate analytical predictions and point ~ource test 
results. 
5.4.3.2 Method and Apparatus 
This test was performed outside on a sunny day l"sing the sun as the light 
source. A 1.2 m by 2.4 m (4 x 8 ft) target board, with 2.S cm ( 1 in) x 2.5 
cm grid 11nes, was supported 3.2 m (12 ft) above ground level on an A-fralne on 
wheels. The target orientation with respect to the test panel and the sun 
could be adjusted by rolling the entire A-frame to the desired location and/or 
adjusting the target angle with a hand winch. The orientation was frequently 
adjusted during testing so as to minimize the angle between the rays coming to 
the test panel and those reflecting on to the target. A HY-CAL radiometer was 
flush-mounted in the center ~. the target board. The radiometer was read out 
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on a digital voltmeter. Direct insolation WlS monitored with an Eppley 5° 
nonmal inciden,e pyrheliometer (NIP) or a equatori., mount. The apparatus and 
setup are shown schematically in Figure 5.4·11 .nd photogr.phically in Figure 
5.4-12. 
5.4.3.3 Test Procedure 
Focal Length 
The test mirror was mounted on the holding fhture and oriented so as to place 
t.he image on the t.arget. The target and the mirror were repositioned to place 
t.heir al1grvnent as near on-axis as possible. The mi1'"ror was then '00'180 toward 
t.he t.arget and then away from the target unt i1 the m1 nimum dhmr.c.er iII,a~'1t was 
observed. The dhtance from the center of the mirror to the center of the 
imagf: on the target. (focal length) was measured and recorded for each test 
lIli rror. 
Solar Image Distribution 
The procedure used to obtain a flux distribution for the test mirror was in 
t.WO pdrt.s. The shape of the dht.ribution was d£~ "'rmined by moving the imaye 
across t.he radiomet.er, taking readings at increments of 1 inch. The outside 
didmeter of t.his image was estimated using photographic tran5parenc1~s and an 
opt.ical densitomet.er. 
Aldlomellf 
A·A 
(.·tuB·" boIIrd wI 1 ·In pldl 
Treckln, &0 norm.' 
Inclde,.. pyrttillome'., (dlrectl _ 
.')t 
'>A 
Figure 5.4-11 
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Sunlight Test Schematic 
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Figure 5.4-12 Sunlight Test Apparatus 
The test mirror was manua"lly aimed at the radiometer and moved until the r·eak 
output was observed. r~ext., the mi rror was moved in such a manner to step,·;1 se 
move the image horizont.ally across the radiometer. Readi ngs were taken every 
inch acros~ the image, from edge t.o edge, cutting through the region of peak 
flux. This procedure was repeated several times for statistical purposes. 
Figure 5.4-13 shows an image on the radiometer. Direct measur~nents were 
taken with the NIP at the same t.ime to provide sun/sky quality and stability 
information and local intensity. During the time data was acquired, the sky 
had some t.ransient haze which caused variations in insolation of about +10i. 
Photographs (35 1l11l) were taken of images at approximately the same time the 
radiometer scans were made. Several aperture settings and shutter speeds were 
used to provide a variety of film exposures. The negatives were developed 
into 8 x 10 inch positive transparencies. These transparencies were scanned 
in a Macbeth TR524 Densitometer. Since the relationships of film density 
(opacity) to the exposure is logarithmic, the densitometer scan cannot be used 
directly as representative of the image distribution. It was used, however, 
to define the outside diameter of the image. This was defined as the diameter 
beyond which negligible «5i) energy r~nained. Figure 5.4-14 is a typical 
image photograph with the densitaneter scan path shown. 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK ANO WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Figure 5.4-13 Reflected Image on R~~lometer 
Figure 5.4-14: Reflected Image on Target Board 
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5.4.3.4 Test Results 
Focal length 
The measured focal lengths were: 
SN7 F.l.· 6.61 m (518 in) 
SN10 F.l. • 6.35 m (490 in) 
Solar Image Distribution 
Resul ts from the image scans .Hoe sho~~n in Figures 5.4-15 and 5.4-16. Detector 
response vs. horizontal trAnslation (or image diameter) plots are given for 
each mirror. The curves were made by (1) straight line f~ttir.g the fine data 
points, consisting of average values with lCf error brackets in the vertical 
axis and 1/8 inch error brackets along the horizontal axis, (2) tailing off 
L. ____ _ 
3.0 
2.0 
HY ·CAl detector 
output· mllh,oItt 
10 
Peek flu. _ 71.700 .'m2 • 81.& IUftI FL .. HO In 
+ 
Error bends: 
horlaontll •. 1 2I-1n. 
wert .... 1o 
(Ida ..... t 
2 3 
Horlrontll "en,letlon < IncNI 
Figure 5.4-15 Mirror 10 Sun Data 
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the base of the plots to the zero intensity values detenmined by the 
densitometer scans. Eight sets of data were taken for SN10 and 6 sets for 
SN7. Peak fluxes of about 100 suns were estimated for both mirrors. 
Calculations werp. made to predict the flux distribution based upon intercept 
factor curves prod~~ed by point source testing. 
The power within an aperture of a given radius is 
P • PTIF where: PT· total power 
IF • intercept factor 
The intensity is defined as 
I • dA • differential area 
2 J. \\ I.~' ~ .\1) - 1\ r 
I • PT 
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An .quatlon was d.veloped for the pan.l SN7 int.rc.pt factor curve (1.75 mrad 
surface error). The equation was diff.r.ntiat.d and multipli.d by the 
appropriate total power to obtain a plot of r.lative flux int.nsity (IR) 
versus aperture radius. Figure 5.4-17 shows this plot. To obtain peak flux 
the relative flux was ~ltiplitd by the test pan.l ,(ea and the reflectance. 
Values of 103 suns peak and 5-1/2 to 6 inch.s in diameter ar. observed. These 
values compare closely to the experimental values for panel SN7 (Figure 
5.4-16) • 
300 
200 
IR 
relltl~ nUll 
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Figure 5.4-17 Calculated Flux Oistr1bution- Su~ Source (Mirror 7) 
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5.4.4 Comparison of Point Source and Sun Source Data 
Having evaluattd the test panels by two different techniques. it was desired 
to detennine if the b«> sets 0;' results could be correlated. Figure 5-18 has 
b~en prepared to aid in the discussion that follows. 
In the light tunnei (point source test) a 1.3 cm ( 1/2 inch) light source was 
used as a point source. If the test panel had been perfect. a 1.3 cm ( 1/2 
inch) image would have appeared at the rad1us of curvature at target plane. 
p.,aI'eI 
rays 
• Poin' source It Infinity 
-- Sun', disc + .l.t.:(; .. '~~"'~'~~~\' Sun --. ,urf,ce .rror ,,'" "".'\\"\\'~\\~\\~\\ 
-- & aln - 5 76-1" :r. \iIo, ~ , \ '\-\'\\\\\ ' 
. _. rl_ ....... ~' ." ",',' 
Sun', dllC 
2~·1n 
Figure 5.4-16 Point Source/Sun Source Correlation 
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Due to iMperfections, the i .. ~es of 15 to 18 ~ ( 6 to 7 inchiS) containing 
>951 of the energy we,'e observed. If I true point Source ot negligible 
diameter h.d been used, the i .. ge diameter thin would hevi been 14 to 16.5 em 
( S.5 to 6.S inches). 
Consider next I point source It infinity (the ,eeond sketch on Figure 5-18). 
In this ed-', the image would be fonned at the fOCil plane because of tho 
parallel incoming rays. Since the focal length is half the radius of 
curvature, the image size due to surface error would be half that observed at 
the radius of curvature. The image diameter for the test mirrors would be 
7 to 8.3 em (2.75 to 3.25 inches) for this theoretical geometry. 
Finally. consider the real Cdse of the sun source test. Th~ spreading due to 
the sun's subtense angle resuit in a image diameter of 6.4 cm ( 2-1/2 inches) 
for a perfect mirror with a focal length equal to approximately 6.4 m (l52 
Inches) • This image spreading would be additive to the mirror surface error 
of 7 to 8.3 cm ( 2.75 to 3.25 inches) for a tottl of 13.3 to 14.6 ew (5.25 to 
5.75 inches). 
Referring back to Figure5 5-15 and 5-16. it is seen that the imlge diameters 
were determined to be approximately 15 cm ( 6 inches) from th,! sun source 
testing. Therefore, the two test approachas do correlate well (within about 
101) with respect to image diameter. 
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6.0 Conclusions 
This study has met its general objective of develcping a rigid panel concept 
that utilizes a thin filM reflector surface for application to a low-cost 
point-focusing! Jlar concentrator. Through an extensive screening study, a 
panel concept with low weight, manufacturing complexity technical risk and 
cost w.n selected. Figure 6.0-1 and Table 6.0-1 slI1IMrize the screening 
study. A concentrator concept was defined and ev~luated which showed 
panel-concentrator compatibility, defined stiffener orientation and 
requirement~, and provided optical performance go~ls for the panel. rne 
selected concentrator concept and the resultant panel configuration are shown 
in Figures 6.0-2 and 6.0-3. The panel Cvr;~lIIpt ..,:;s vlll idated by characterizing 
the thin film optical performance, demonstrating ~ubstrate/film optical 
compatibility, showing resistance to hail impact, f~cricating test panels and 
demonstrating acceptable Jptical performance with the test panels. Figure 
6.0-4 contains intercept factor plots predicted analytically and measured in 
the laboratory. These plot~ and additional analyses indicated panel surface 
errors of 1.4 and 1.S mrdd for SN7 and SN10, respectively, suitable for use on 
solar concentrators, including 816°C (lS00°F) applications. 
Areas where further investigation is desirable are: 1) weatherability of the 
f11m; 2) verification of solution to adhesive problem. and 3) fonning 
toleranc.e reduction. 
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7.0 Recommendations 
Recommendations 'or follow-on phases based upon experience from this study 
have been prepared and are summarized here (see Figure 7.0-1). 
A Phase II is reconvnended that would address unr!Solved technical concerns, 
prepare a preliminary design for a dish concentrator, design, fabricat'on, and 
test plnels for a 6.7m test bed concentrator and build and temonstrate a 6.7m 
test bed concentrator. The test bed concentrator would utilize the 
pedestal/foundation, gimbal actuator, torque tube and support beams fr~n the 
e~1st~ng BEC Second GeneratiQn Heliostat Design. Figure 7.0-2 shows the 
interface of the reflector panels and the existing heliost~t structure. Phase 
II would require approximately ]6 months (see Figure 7.0-3 for schedule). 
A Phase III would follow that would include a detail desi~n for a dish 
concentrator, production planning, and cost estimation aud fabrication alld 
demonstration of a 12m prototype concentrLtor. 
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8.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY 
No reportaule items of new technology have been identified by Boeing during 
the contr:ct of this work. 
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